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CUMMING IS PRESIDENT

Preaching Mission
Event of National Import
ance To Be Held In Port

/ , /V 'v*4
f

Tuesday
Issue

Rockland Superintendent Now Heads the Knox

land Oct. 21-24
Interest Is growing throughout
Maine for the National Preaching ’
Mission planned In Portland for the
four days of Oct. 21-24. The Min
isters of the State will meet at 10 !
a m. ln the Immanuel Baplst Chapel
each morning to hear addresses on
Preaching. Thursday morning Dr.
Dwight J. Bradley of Newton Center,
Mass.; speaks on “The Preacher and
his own soul,” and Dr. Joseph Port
Newton of Philadelphia, speaks on
“This Great Business of Preaching.
On Friday the speakers will be Dr.
Norman Vincent Peale of New York
City and Dr. William Hiram Foulkes,
moderator of the General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church, who will
have as their subjects, "Evangel
istic Preaching" and “Preaching for
the needs of to-day" respectively.
Saturday the Rev. A. J. Muste D. D.
Pastor of the Labor Temple Pres
byterian Church, New York City,
speaks on “Prophetic Preaching"
and Dr. Adolf Keller of Geneva,
Switzerland, discusses “The Preacher
as an Interpreter of New World
Unity."
Simultaneously with these meet
ings for ministers, a similar meeting
wll! be In progress in the Immanuel
Baptist Auditorium for Women.
Mrs. Grace Sloan Overton of Ann
Arbor, Michigan and Dr. Norman V.
Peale will deal with the “Respon
sibility of Women through the
Home and Church" on Thursday.
Dr. Carl C. Rasmussen. Pastor of
~‘e Luther" Plwe Memorial "church
in Washlngton D c and Miss Ruth

County Teachers’ Convention

The Knox County Teachers Con- shire were followed by discussions,
vention opened at 9.30 Monday morn- The subject of Home Economics was
in charge of Miss Florence M. Jor
ing at the High School Auditorium.
dan, State supervisor of H. E. and
Prayer, offered by Rev. Corwin H Manual Arts was presented by
Olds, was followed by assembly sing Stephen Patrick, State director of
ing. Supt. Frank Rowe of the Na Vocational Education of Augusta.
The afternoon session opened with
tional Education Association gave a
•»
The real test In golf and ln
report of the N.E.A. Convention and several selections by the High School
life Is not ln keeping out of the
Dr Bertram Packard, representative Band directed by Mrs. Esther Rogers
•w rough, but ln getting out after
of the State Department of Educa ln the absence of George A. Law.
♦ we are in —Rev. J. H. Moore.
•••
tion, told of the defeat of the educa- The nominating and election of offi
If ••••••••••♦• •••
♦ «♦«•••••••••••• ••
cers had the following results: Pres
ident, Supt. (Jeorge J. Cumming,
Rockland, vice president, Principal
DRESSING THE PIG
Clayton Hunnewell, Tenant s Harbor;
Steam was turned on yesterday to which will hold its meetings at The
secretary-treasurer, Miss Hazeltine
Building.
start
a
thorough
drying
out
and
the
Brattleboro, Vt., Oct. 9—(AP)—
Watts, Rockland;. The delegates
whole plant is being cleaned after its
Confident he could offset declining
elected to N. E. A. convention was
A Christmas Dance will be held
long lay-off.
sales resulting from high meat prices,
President Cumming and as alter
Dec. 24 under auspices of Harold
nate, Vice president Hunnewell.
Marketman Jason E. Bushnell today
The New Year’s Milk Fund Ball, feava«e who conducted a successful
Delegates to the Representative As
replaced his usual window display of auspices Rockland Parent-Teacher series of dances last winter at Cam
sembly were Supt. Cumming, Miss
den
Opera
House.
‘best buys ' with a velvet-lined box Association seems destined to make
Rebecca
Robertson,
Thomaston;
Community Building history. The big
containing a pork-chop.
Miss Eleanor Goodwin, Warren; Miss
affair will be held Dec. 31 and every 1 Townsend Club No. 2 will hold its
Marguerite deRochemont, Rockland;
He labeled the chop a "secretary
penny of the proceeds will go to the J tlrst meeting In The Building next
Wallace Jewel" and on an accom
Miss Ethel Oliver, Camden; William
Milk Fund. Dr. James Kent and Monday night
To the far corners of the country | which had been demolished at BrookC. Darrock, Appleton; Miss Jeannette
panying card, suggested:
Joseph Emery are Joint chairmen and
—the Dakotas. Texas and California Un and Lubec.
Stahl, Rockland and Charles Grant,
“Something to tell pour grand promise a grand time with superThe crying need of the building at
....
in
Today the plant consists of flve
Friendship; alternates—Vice presi
are
going
the
little
fishes
biled
in
)
'
.....
.
..
.
children—that you ate pork chops in excellent music.
the moment is a piano for the Tower
. buildings, the latest contribution
dent Hunnewell, Reginald Humphrey,
1937.”
lie"
at
the
Rockland
plant
of
the
the
annex
f
Or
can
storage,
havRoom.
An
opportunity
has
arisen
••V•
Washington; George Cunningham,
Ramsdell Packing Co. Not so fast ing a capacity of 12.000 cases.
‘‘Sure enough," he reported, “sales
The members of the WPA art whereby a truly exceptional grand
Rockport; Miss Edith Hawes, Union.
The main factory by the way is be
as the producers would like to have
increased.”
pioject are organizing an art club piano may be obtained at a very fair
Supt. E. A. Smalley, Vinalhaven;
price and at the same time a most
them go. however, for the market Is lieved to be the largest sardine fac
John S. Rossnagel Rockland; Miss
deserving family be benefitted. The
tory in the State and has accommo
Hester Ordway, Camden; and Mrs.
an
unusually
poor
one.
due
to
last
prcblem is that of raising the sum
dations for 160 operators. The ma Supt. George J. Cumming, the new Bernice Robbins of Hope.
season s over production.
j required. It seem too bad to put in
chinery equipment Includes 18 high
President
Mrs. Phlla Griffin gave an address
The Ramsdell Packing Co. put speed closing machines and nine
, this beautiful room a mediocre Inon “Creatu.g proper atmosphere for
| strument. for the room seems made I. Seabury of Boston will speak of up 135,000 cases at its Rockland plant modem retorts. Mr. Ramsdell lays
tional bill last year, saying that there educational work most receptive"
for fine music and things of beauty “Womens Responsibility
through this season, and to be on the safe claim to being the first sardine man- is a brighter outlook at the present and this was followed by a showing
and tone. Education and Christian Missions" side packed 65,000 cases at its Port- ,j v.facturer to make successful use of time.
of sound pictures conducted by
• • • •
Men. Women and Children, study the Dance in the beautiful Tower
on Friday, and two of the world's land plant. And if you ever hob | the retort system
Two departmental sessions were Munson White of Portland, embrac
Room of Community Building. Lessons in all types of Dancing and
The ground floor of the main build
A Hallowe'en-Harvest dance with outstanding personalities will speak
held. Principal Walter Gay of War ing the "division of transportation"
Physical Culture.
the unemployed of the community on Saturday In Miss Muriel Lester nobbed with a sardine factory you ing Is used as a shipping and test ren being chairman of the secondary and the "string choir” In old and
ing room, and 4000 cases can be
as beneficiaries is planned by that of London, England, and the Rev. will know that means a lot of fish.
TAP. TOE. MODERN, NATIONAL, CHARACTER. MUSICAL
The Rockland plant of the Rams- handled there daily without making group. Dr. J. C. Brown. Supt. of modern versions.
hustling
young
man.
L.
R.
Sinclair
Dr. Joseph Fort Newton, Rector of
The meeting closed with an Illus
COMEDY AND BALL ROOM DANCING
schools at Pelham, N. Y„ was one
who has hired the auditorium for St. James Episcopal Church in Phil cell company has had approximately any miscues.
trated lecture on “Astronomy" inter
of
the
speakers.
Talks
by
Mrs.
Flor

750 persons on its payroll at different
The wrapping department is in a
October 29.
adelphia.
ence Davis of Warren, chairman of estingly given by Dr. J. C. Brown.
times this season, the maximum separate building, which carries
• • • •
During the afternoon sessions
number employed at one time being sort of perpetual motion appearance the elementary group and Mrs, Phlla Miss Katherine Veazie obligingly
Strange what a difference a bit of from 2.30-4.30 Six Seminars will be
EVERY THURSDAY
185. The more adept workers have when the three machines and 14 op- M. Griffin. State supervisor of the served as secretary-treasurer during
good steam heat is able to make in held and already advance registra
elementary schools of New Hamp- the convention.
TOWER ROOM, COMMUNITY BUILDING
the personality of a building. Last tions point to crowed sessions of been able to make surprisingly good j erators are going on all cylinders,
wages, and Mr. Ramsdell notes conThe other buildings composing the
night the whole atmosphere of The vital interest. A large group of ladies
PHONE 898. ROCKLAND, FOR INFORMATION
hundreds of men, it Is believed. It
Building seemed warm, friendly and of the “Bon Voyage” club In Portland tmued improvement In the quality of piam are the separate storage buildwas explained that the tariff dif
the work done.
Ing. the catfood department and the
welcoming. That is the atmosphere recently, registered their entire
ferences over moisture content were
The Ramsdell Packing Company office. Two boys working in the
the operating group want the build- membership in Dr Carl C. RasmusLas devoted its efforts to two stand catfood department undar special Prospect of Getting It For created to encourage hard curing
ing to exude at all times—a spirit of j sen’s seminar on “Using the Bible,”
Maine Fishermen Seen By whlch took lon«er and requlrcd
ard brands—the Stag and the Pe permission made $40 and $50. respec
helpful service, of home and commu- ; while other large bookings are being
more labor.
nobscot—and as a by-product was tively, during the season, with light
nity usefulness to all groups and all made in the seminars on Industrial
Feyler
| Feyler also said that several Maine
I
also
manufactured
“
Katz,
”
a
food
for
labor
ages. This atmosphere will be fos Relations and World Affairs.
HEAD OF MIDDLE STREET, ROCKLAND
dealers were attempting to secure a
' cats toward which the market is
It is doubtless true to considerable
Prospects of getting Maine's flsh- preferential duty on salt fish in
tered by the great throngs from all
Special interest attaches to the reacting most favorably in the States
ANNUAL
extent
that
inventive
genius
Is
de

corners of the county who will at three meetings for young people.
of Maine. Massachusetts, Rhode stroying the demand for labor, but eimen and dealers an annual 2,- connection with a reported reciprocal
tend the Taylor Brothers revival Thursday afternoon at 4.30 Miss
Island and Connecticut.
Mr Ramsdell pointed out ln his own 000.000 pound Porto Rico market for tariff agreement to be made by this
services next month and will be even I Muriel Lester speaks; Friday afterMr. Ramsdell has pioneered this instance where new machinery had hard cured fish is seen by Commis- country and San Domingo.
more pronounced when the joyous j,oon at the same hour. Miss Ruth I.
season in the wrapping of sardines, I provided employment for
many cioner Rodney E. Feyler of the De
groups of High and Junior High boys Seabury will be the speaker; and
Residents along the waterfront
the neatly printed paper wrapper, hands who would not otherwise have partment oi aea and Shore Fish
and girls start their daily round of discussions will feature each meeting.
making the package so much more had employment.
eries, who is supplementing the ef rubbed their eyes in astonishment
basketball practice and games and The afternoon seminars and the
attractive as to increase the demand
An easterly wind may now and forts of Congressman Ralph O. Brew yesterday to see clouds of smoke
organized play in December.
youth meetings will be held ln the for it on the counter.
then bring across the city odors of ster and others "to remedy an ap pouring from on? of the abandoned
Immanuel Baptist Church. Saturday
When the Ramsdell plant was built cooking sardines, and some sensi parent violation of the tariff laws." Point kilns. Inquiry revealed that
Afternoon and Evening
A piano for use In the down stairs evening a mass meeting for young
in 1935 activities centered around tive nostrils may be uptiltled but itwas He believes "that improper enforce I four kilns in that battery were “load
social rooms has been contributed people will be held in the First j the two-story factory which has a
Free Admission
also an easterly wind which blew this ment of duty regulations, which ed," and that the rock will be burned
by Mrs. Minnie Miles, president of Baptist Church with Dr. Walter E.
i measurement of 72 x 250 feet, and substantial industry into Rockland, were designed ta help American one kiln at a time, preparatory to
Townsend Club No. 2.
CHICKEN PIE SUPPER—5.30 TO 7.00
Woodbury, of the Baptist Home Mis which Was constructed in a liberal without the citizens knowing of the
fishermen, is causing them to react dismantling the kilns. It is this
sion Board and Mrs. Grace Sloan measure from factory
Adults, 30c; Children, 23c
buildings! good fortune which was in store
favorably for one of our blgest com property which is under negotiation
121-123
When it comes to hustlers there are j Overton as the speakers.
petitors. Nova Scotia.” His Depart for use as a kelp experimental plant.
nene superior to Don and Clara
Four mass meetings are planned
ment is making a careful study of the
Kelsey, and this Is the pair who will for the Portland City Hall on the
situation,
he said.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
stage the WPA Theatre show at the first three evenings of the Mission
Dry fish have varied degrees of
building Oct. 26. They have a splen and on the concluding afternoon. Also Page Camden, Tell ’Em Ex-Mayor Charles M. RichIf I had my life to live again I would
moisture and those shipped into
did entertainment to exercise their Thursday evening President Clin
made a rule to read acme poetry
Porto Rico under 43 % are subject to have
About
Old
Man
John
’
s
ardson
Seeks
Nomination
and
listen to some music at least once
talents on. A thought of Don's re ton D. Gray of Bates leads the
a duty of one and one quarter cents a week The lou of these tastes la a
markable success with the Legion worship wtih Dr. Joseph Fort Newton
loss of happiness. —Charlee Darwin.
New Bowling Record
For Third Term
a pound. Those over this percentage
food drive’s and the fact that under as the preacher; on Friday the two
arc taxed only three-fourths of a
“I have been constantly urged by
Clara's personal guidance member preachers will be Dr. Hiram Foulkes Editor of The Courier-Gazette.—
cent a pound. Specimens of, the
ship of Rockland-Parent Teacher As and Dr. Norman V. Peale while the
A record breaker for “Old Man” so many citizens to allow my name
Nova Scotia exports have been tested
Give You 20 Chances to Win
sociation went well over the thousand Salvation Army Division Band j John Thomas was chalked up Mon tc be presented at the Mayoralty
ond shown less than 301 moisture
Free Cruises to Havana or
mark, largest in Maine, tells of the under the leadership of Captain J.
day afternoon at the Star Alleys. Here caucus to be held in November that content yet they have been shipped
Cash and Merchandise Prizes.
ability of this go-getter couple.
Pickup of Nashua, N. H. will give
is how it happened: Captain Dardy, I have decided to consent." ex-Mayor as subject to the lower tariff figure,
• ■ • •
a concert of sacred band music. On
it is contended. To make the situa
The first dancing class of Char Saturday evening Miss Muriel Lester alias "Smiles" Rackliff of the bowling Charles M. Richardson told The Cou
SEND IN AT LEAST ONE
tion more disturbing a bounty is
“I fully
lotte Cahill Rauser will be held and Dr. Harry N. Holmes will speak team, dropped in for a few practice rier-Gazette yesterday.
ENTRY EVERY WEEK —
paid by the Nova Scotia govern
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock but and President Franklin W. Johnson | strings with John, but the latter had ' realize that campaigns are fraught
ment on all fish with less than 43%
Ask Us For Full Details.
la this one instance in the audi- I of Colby will conduct the worship, j the practice, although “Smiles” put! with a great deal of unjust propa- moisture at the rate of two-thirds
torium. due to the fact that as yet i The arrangments for Sunday afterup a good battle. John's first five ganda and I would urge, that we of a cent per pound.
COLUMBUS
there is no piano in the tower room, noon are incomplete. Deep sympathy
“With this bounty and the appar
strings
numbered: 113, 138. 130, 147 should not be deceived by it, always
In the future her classes will be held is
‘ felt throughout New England for
ent evasion of the rightful duty it is
October 12. 1492
TEL. 681-M
484 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
in the tower room.
Governor Lewis O. Barrows in the and 121, for a new Star Alley record. conceding that it is the privilege of easy to see what a hard situation our Be£,!J!Lhl™.l,<L£?
Behind the Oates of Hercules:
John does not require any boasting any citizen to enter into such a con fishermen and dealers are
tragic sorrow of his son's death;
up Before him not the ghost of shores.
Before him only shoreless seas
Chairman Don Kelsey of the W.P.A. and his intention to preside at the as a bowler, but I think the news test but we should guard against cgalnst," said the Commissioner.
The good mate said: "Now must we pray.
For
the very stars are gone.
entertainment announces this com closing session of the Mission is ap should be flashed to the Camden and discord of every nature, so as to be
Since the bounty is nearly enough Brave lo!
Adm'r'l. speak: what shall I say?"
mittee: Louis Cates, Don Cummings, preciated in its cancellation.
“
Why.
say
Sail on! sail on! and on! ”
Vinalhaven teams that he is still able after the selection to harmonize to neutralize the duty the Ameri
Thomas Chisholm and Ray Fogarty.
can
Government
will,
if
official
tests
"Mv
men
grow
mutinous day by day;
around and kicking, also doing a little all differences thereby enabling the
My men grow ghastly wan and weak."
The ushers will be young ladies from
HIS 65TH BIRTHDAY
prove
that
the
moisture
content
of
The
stout
mate
thought of home: a
bowling as this new record shows. victor to have the wholehearteo co
the High School.
spray
Nova Scotia exports into Porto Rico
His
old
record
was
640
for
five,
his
Of
salt
wave
washed
his swarthy cneeg.
Justice Stone Was Busy On the Bench
operation of all factions li any exist is less than 43%, by a long standing "What shall I say, brave
Adm'r'l. say.
new 649
Star Alley Reporter
—Isle Au Haut Summer Resident
If
we
sight
naught
but
seas at dawn?"
in giving to our city the best admin regulation, add this subsidy to the
“Why. you shall say, at break of day:
Rockland.
Oct.
11.
FOR SALE
istration possible."
'Sail on! sail on! sail on! and on!' **
c'uty. This would raise the duty to
Justice .Harlan Fiskc Stone of the
Sixty-six Hereford Cattle—one-half Supreme Court, who spends his sum
I Mr. Richardson served as mayor over 2 cents a pound and should They sailed and sailed, as winds might
Heifers and one-half Steers; weight
blow.
of Rockland in 1930-31 and 1932-33, close the market to Nova Scotia and
mers at Isle au Haut, was 65 years old
Until at last the blanched mate said:
400 pounds up; to arrive Oct. 7.
subsequently filling out the unex epen it to American fish, it is be "Why. now not even Ood would know
yesterday.
C. M. BURGESS
Should I and all my men fall dead.
pired term of the late Sheriff Frank lieved.
These very winds forget their way.
Telephone 6-4
Union Maine
Attendance at a court session made
For Ood from these dread seas Is gone.
118-125 it Just another day in tils Judicial Vinalhaven Schooner With F. Harding.)
In order to properly enforce the Now
speak, brave Adm'r’l; speak and
aay"—
law it is believed by Commissioner
career.
Whatever the demand—whether for rooking,
He said "Sail onl sail on! and on!”
Open Seams and Sails Lost Minot Ledge Light after the U. S.
I'eyler that every shipment of salt
The former attorney general in the
baking, home-heating or for supplying abundant
sailed They sailed. Then spake
Reaches Boston
Destroyer Coyingham had notified fish from our Northern neighbor to They the
Coolidge administration and one-time
mate:
hot water—you will obtain more satisfactory
"Thia
mad sea shows his teeth tonight;
Coast
Guards
of
the
vessel
’
s
distress.
our
southern
possession
should
be
dean of Columbia University law
He curls his lips, he lies ln wait.
results and greater economy by burning D&H
Schooner Anna Sophia, seven days The tender towed her to a safe an sampled and tested before the duty Is
With lifted teeth, as lf to bite:
school, appeared to be in perfect
Adm'r'l. say but one good word:
54 Head of Pure-bred Hereford health. He was ill for three and oneImposed. "As fish have to be hard Brave
Cone-Cleaned Anthracite exclusively.
out of Vinalhaven went into Boston chorage in Boston Harbor.
What shall we do when hope la gone?"
Heifers. All T. B. and abortion- half months last year.
Capt. Oeorge Bartlett of the Lotus cuted to keep in the Porto Rico cli The words leapt like a leaping sword:
yesterday at the end of a towline, her
“Sail on! sail on! salt on! and on!”
said the schooner, bound from Vinal- mate this would seem to promise an
During the summer he visited
tested. Five bulls and five steers.
seams opened and her foresail gone. ijaven to Lanesville. Mass., opened up end to competition for Maine fish and Then, pale and wan. he kept his deck.
Mexico and rested at his island home.
AU T. B. tested.
And peered through darkness Ah, that
Her crew of three had been at the her seams and lost her foresail dur start our salt fish business back on
night
Of all dark nights! And then a speck—
ing
a
storm
Sunday,
the
wa>
’
up,"
he
said.
hand
pumps
since
Sunday,
battling
A
light!
a light1 a light! a light!
TELEPHONE 487,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
WILLIAM SMALL
a starlit flag unfurled!
The name of the Anna Sophia's
Capture of the Porto Rico market It Itgrew,
to
keep
the
small
vessel
afloat.
grew
to
be Time s burst of dawn.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
37-13 4
The lighthouse tender Lotus picked captain and crew Were not known; would bring; many thousands of He gained a world; he gave that worltl
It's grandest lesson: “On! sail on!"
121-122
dollars Into Maine and give work to
her up two and one-half miles off here
THE Solid FUEL FOR Solid COMFORT
—Joaquin Miller,
NEWSPAPER HISTORY

The Rockland Gazette was eaiabllahed
ln 1846 In 18/4 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and ln 1881 changed Its name to
tbe Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897

DANCE YOUR WAY

The Great Discoverer

RAMSDELLS HAD BIG PACK

Sardine Industry Which Came Unannounced
Employed 750 Past Season

To Health and Happiness

CHARLOTTE CAHILL RAUSER

Porto Rico Market

PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE, NO. 274

BAZAAR
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15

Page Vinalhaven!

You Have 20 Chances to Win!

DURANDS

HAVANA CONTESTS

CHISHOLM’S SPA

s&u

Anittiatiic

is the only fuel

Had A Hard Trip

FOR SALE OCT. 12

H. B. S C. 0. PERRY

READ THE ADS

His Hat Tossed In
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The Courier-Gazette
Good and upright is thf Lord:
therefore will he teach sinners in
the way.—Ps. 25:8.

CAMDEN

On The Under Side

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland

High Buried By

Cony In

One-Sided Au

gusta Contest

Every-Other-Day

Mrs. Bernice Bruce of Millinocket
and Hugh Rbssiter of East Braintree.
Mass., have been in town, called by
the illness of their father, Capt. Willis
Rossiter, who is a patient at Com
munity Hospital.
Frank L. Kennedy is at his 6tore on
Main street after a vacation of two
weeks.
Edward Morong of Bar Harbor is
employed at the Camden Drug Co.
on Elm street.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dean motored
Sunday to Rumford.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Alden of
White River Junction, Vt., are guests
ot Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hansen.
GREATEST GIFT
Mr. and Sirs. Joseph French of
Philadelphia who have been in town
motored Sunday to Aroostook Coun
ty.
A pair of Evans Slippers buoys a part of them. Smart and trim,
Mrs. E. M. King has returned home
from the Knox Hospital where she
up a man’s pride of ownership made of soft, glowing leathers,
has been a surgical patient.
quite as much as a fine gun, a these slippers carry a hallmark
Mrs. Charles Burgess will be
hostess to the Methodist Society
rare book, or any cherished of distinction that is unmistak
Wednesday afternoon at her home on
possession. He likes the good, ably Evans. See the many at
Mechanic street,
solid comfort that's so much tractive styles now on display.
Tlie Congregational Ladies' Circle
will meet Wednesday at the parish
house.
The October Missionary
meeting will be held in connection
with this and will be under the lead
ership of Mrs. Walsh. Refreshments
will be served. All having the CentA-Meal boxes, will take them to this
session.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shibles of
East Douglas. Mass., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank L. Kennedy.
Herbert Leadbetter who has been
1
employed
at Camden Drug Co. has
fied by a holding penalty. The sum
NORTH HAVEN
mary :
entered the Massachusetts College of
Rockland
'
Cony
Miss Clara Waterman, who teaches I harmacfl
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins*of
Raye. re .... ■•••..................... Ie. Young in Swampscott, Mass., was at home
Montpelier, Vt. have been guests of
Gray, rt ................................. lt, Carr for the weekend.
Eergren. rg ..........................lg. Spears
Mrs Ring of Eddington is guest at ' his father, G. C. Hopkins.
Duff, c ................-....... c, Dempsey the home of her sister. Mrs. Julia
Robert Dexter of the Boynton-McAnderson, lg ....... . ......... rg. Whitney Beverage.
Kay Drug Co. and his family are on
a motor trip to Massachusetts. New
La Crosse, lt ...................... rt Bolduc
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Grant are
Hampshire and Vermont.
Hanley, le .......... —.......... re. Burney
on a trip to North Conway and the
Rawley. qt...... —................. qb. Mank White Mountains.
Joel Keyes Grant Circle. Ladies of
Saunders, rh ........................ Ih. Wing
tlie G.A.R.. meets Friday night. The
Miss Scales, assisted by Virginia order will be Inspected by Eva Erwin
Billings, lh ................. rh. Marchildon
Beverage,
lead the Young People's of Portland, department president of
Karl, fb ............—....... fb. Ochmanski
hour Sunday night. The High 3chool Maine. Refreshments will be served
Score by periods:
Ccny ........ .......... 7 14 6 25—52 orchestra with Miss Scales as leader and there will be an entertainment.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Johnson,
Rcckland
_____ 0 0 0 0—0 played several fine selections. There
Touchdowns: Marchildon 2. Wing was a good attendance. Next Sunday- George Hill Johnson and Mrs. Irving
night the leaders will be Marjorie Johnson. Jr., of Melrose Mass., spent
3. Ochmanski. Ellis 2.
Goals from touchdowns: Ochman Huse and Reger Raymond. For Rally the weekend at Lake Megunticook.
ski 3 (place kick); Wing (place Day in the Sunday school next Sun
Rev. Douglas Robbins of Orange.
day a program of special interest has Mass., is in town for a short stay.
kick.)
Substitutes—Rockland:
Skinner. j been prepared.
Camden Lodge. Knights of Pythias,
The beat was two hours late Mon- , met last night.
Huntley. Brown Winchenbach. Per
ry Mazzeo. Cony: J. Burney. Washuk. ' day morning owing to a heavy shipMegunticook Grange meets WedI ment Of sardines.
' nesday night.
ry. Mazzeo. Cony: J. Burney, Washuk
Mr. and Mrs. Amsbury and friends
Hasey. M Wing. Robie, Cyr. Tarriiff. Dostie. Tillson. Haines.. Stinson. are at their cottage here for a few
Few who write to the newspa
Adell. Ellis. Murphy, Brown, Smith. i days.
per realize that thirty lines will
|
Miss
Edith
Nickerson
attended
the
Webster. Cole. Bonefant. Hanks.
secure a hundred readers, while
Teachers' convention Monday in
half a column secures one.
Referee: Masciadri (Villanova).
i Rockland.
Umpire: Farrell (Bowdoin).
Head linesman: Alvino (Fordham).
Time: four 10's.

The Rockland High School team
journeyed to Augusta Saturday and
was hornswoggled by Cony High to
the tune of 52 to 0. A portion of the
painful details is here republished
from the Lewiston Journal.
Cony High School s football team
went on a scoring rampage Satur
day at Capitol Park and defeated
Rockland High School 52 to 0. It
was the largest score compiled by a
Cony team in a decade.
Rockland held our heroes ever,
through most of the first period butj
folded under a powerhouse drive
from their own 30 yard line that
resulted in two quick first downs,
and a touchdown for Cony.
It was Stinson who rocketed from
Every Lover of the Ocean the Cony 35 yard stripe to the
Rockland 30 end placed the Rams
Will Envy Lincoln Colcord in scoring position. Stinson roared j
through the same spot at right tackle 1
and Family
that Cony worried all afternoon. His
Searsport will again be reminded interferers brushed aside the sec
of its old sailing ship days, when a ondary defensemen, and Stinson car
local family including Lincoln Col ried on until he collided with Skin
ner. big Rockland safety man.
cord. sea writer, journalist and critic,
Cony gained ground on an ex
Mrs. Colcord and their six-year-old change of punts halfway through
son. Brooks Colcord will sail Nov. 15 the second period, and took posses
from Quincy, Mass., on the 75 foot sion of the ball in Rockland terri-:
auxiliary yawl "Ptarmigan" for the tory when one of Karl's punts was
West Indies, as guest of Samuel Eliot grounded on the Rockland 37 yard
line.
Marchlldon. Murphy,
and
Iiiorrison. professor of history at j
Wing alternated with off tackle, and
Harvard University, who is naving a inside tackle shots for two quick first
year's leave of absence, and Mrs. downs. Cony worked the ball up
to the seven yard line by smashing
Morison.
Prof. Morison is a member of the the tackles. A poorly executed lat
board of trustees of the Penobscot eral pass play left the locals with
no gain, and Wing's flat pass to
Marine Museum. Others in the ship's
Burney was grounded by Rockland.
company will include Burnham Marchildon swept off tackle for five,
Porter and Mr. Prestons of Boston, and Wing carried it across on the
also a ship's captain, and a deck next play.
Stan Ochmanski made good his
hand.
second place kick attempt for the
Among the places of interest they
extra point..
plan to visit will include Bermuda.
Dempsey's kickoff carried to the
Haiti. Porto ’Rico. Windward Island Rockland 25 yard stripe and the re
Barbadoes and Trinidad. The cruise ceiver went down in his tracks un
will last three months ending at der a swarm of white jerseys. Cony
Miami. Fla.
drew a 15 yard clipping penalty on
The son of Capt. Lincoln A. Col the play. Ochmanski intercepted
cord. one of Searsport's former ship Rockland's first bid to gain through
masters. Mr. Colcord was bom at sea the air and raced 35 yards to the
and spent his boyhood on the coast [ Rockland 20 yard marker before he
of China on board a sailing ship. He was downed. Stinson made flve
is nautically inclined, having written yards on a shot through right tackle,
several books on the China coast in Rockland drew a five yard stalling
the old shipping days. He is joint penalty, and moved back to their
author of "Sailing Days on the Penob cwn 10 yard line. Ellis picked up
scot" and is writing many reviews on five at tackle, and Ochmanski bulled
sea-faring books all the time.
through the line to score. A mo
He is secretary of the Penobscot ment later he dropped back and
Marine Museum and was largely re booted his third straight place kick
sponsible for the first publication of through the uprights for Cony's
the museum, "Capt. Nathaniel Lord third point after touchdown.
Thompson of Kennebunk, and the
Ochmanski missed his fourth place
Ships he Built." by Margaret Jefferds kick attempt.
Thompson, which has just been pub
Cony lost the ball by a fumble on , What Is Being Done By the
lished.
the Rockland 20 yard marker near
Various Departments of
Mr. Colcord plans to do much re the close of the period.
search work while on the cruise as
Cony went cn a scoring spree in
This Federal Agency
it will be a fruitful field to 6tudy the fourth quarter, ringing up a
boats, looking up the old time figure total of 25 points before the whistle 1
Works Progress Administration:
heads and everything of interest per ended the game.
John
C. Fitzgerald, the Acting State
taining to the sea.
Cony was anything but spectacular
Mrs. Colcord, the former Frances in the opening period. The team Administrator, is making a tour of
Brooks, is a daughter of Prof. Mor attempted a poorly executed passing inspection and survey of the relief
gan Brooks, now retired, who had tlie attack, and failed to make ground situation in the northern portion of
chair of electrical engineering at the with the off tackle smashes that the State.
University of Illinois for 30 years and were so effective later in the game.
Miss Helen I. Twombley of Monwas one of the pioneers in the devel
The failure of the passing attack
opment of the long distance tele was due to poor protection of the jroe has been appointed Director of
phone. Although Mrs. Colcord was passer who was harried by a guard the Women's and Professional Pro
born in Minneapolis and lived her , breaking through. Wing's standup jects, succeeding Miss Agnes P. Manearly life away from New England, running made the tackle shots in tor of Farmington, who has resigned
she is a direct descendant of Maine effective in the early part of the
to return to her teaching duties at
sea faring people from Bucksport and quarter. Wing re-entered the game
Farmington
State Normal School.
Hampden and is especially interested after he was yanked for his mistake,
National
Youth Administration:
ln the sea.
and proceeded to belt the tackles for
Charles O. Hewett, the State Direc
consistent gains.
Any cashed in repeatedly in the tor, accompanied by Leon J. Kowal.
MEN'S STYLE SHOW
visitors' several mental lapses, but j newly appointed Regional Director,
Trousers Will Be Narrower and More demonstrated real power in smash
is making an official visit to the
Silk Shirts Will Be Worn
ing through the Rockland forward
wall. The team showed vast im Quoddy Work Experience Project. Mr.
A New York audience learned that provement over the first three games Kowal's headquarters are in the Park
a style conscious man will:
played.
Square Building Boston. Mass.
Rawley, Rockland quarter, inter
1. Pay more attention to tweeds.
As of October 1, 112 high school and
2. Observe more formality in busi cepted a Cony pass late in the fourth 17 collegiate institutions had entered
period and raced 50 yards for a
ness dress.
tne educational aid program, and
tcuchdown. The score was nulli3. Wear more silk shirts.
approximately 800 high school stu
4. Take his shorts with him for re
dents, and 400 college students are
sort wear.
Sweeten it with Domino scheduled to participate as of that
5. Have his tailor cut his trousers
pure cane-clean-full weight date. Applications for assistance far
narrower and order three button
exceed that of the last two years.
Refined in U.S.A.
coats.
Students interested in obtaining as
As for neckwear, satins seem to be
sistance should apply through the
the favorite and for headgear Tyro
high school or college which they
leans, Lord's and Homburgs. In foot
hope to attend. It ls expected that
wear reverse calfs maintain their
over 200 schools will be taking part
popularity for all hours of the day.
in the program before the month has
ended.
Nothing was snown that was tricky
Social Security Board: The State
or extreme either in color or cut.
Unemployment Compensation fund
Everything exhibited had been worn
has accumulated to the amount of
by a small group of fashion leaders
$2,510,889 as of August 31. This fund
In London, New York, the Riviera or
repregents contributions from Em
BUY
at Palm Beach.
ployers under the State Unemploy
"We are reporters, not creators, of
ment Compensation Law; plus Inter
men styles," said William H. Weinest earned by the fund. Maine has
traub, publisher of Esqire and Ap
also received up until the middle of
parel Arts. 'Men of prominence set
PASSENGER—TRUCK
the fashions and we tell about them.
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT September a total of $113,125.85 from
the Federal Government to pay ad-:
"And don’t think that it is a sign of
NEW TIRES AND
. ministrative costs.
foppishness to be interested in your
Bureau of Public Roads: This I
clothes," he said. "There are only
TUBES
agency reports that as of September '
two types of persons who can utterly
11 there were in operation 60 projects
disregard clothes styles—the tramp
: under the Bureau of Public Roads
and the millionaire. Tlie tramp
ROCKLAND program; 2351 men, covering all
RANKIN ST.,
doesn't care and the millionaire
9&EOT-tf
classes of labor, were employed.
doesn't have to.”

the
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That's

what
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WHO CARES 0 (

in the world

FOR A MAN

A Sea Writer’s Trip

GREGORY’S

Evans Slippers

Emergency Council

SAVE MONEY!

RETREAD TIRES
MILLER’S GARAGE

BRI

CALLING
ALL
HOME
OWNERS
GET YOUR

FREE
Copy cf
Sherwin-Williams

“ROOM OF
THE WEEK”
The right colors and their eombinatiens. Thc light types of
paint to use. The way thc room
will lock when it's finished. All
the p;rtin nt. practical things

you want t 3 (know before you
paint. You'll find them in our
late t "Rccm of the Week" folder.
It's yours for the acting at our
store. Drop in for your copy to
day.

•I" ("•..'T

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
Quick-Drying

S-W Mar-Not

Decorative Enamel

Varnish

A bi ush. a can c< S-W Ena-ncloid and you're ready to
brighten up, in gorgeous eelorr. tables and ih';rs, wood
work ar.d walls. Enaxelold
applies easily. One coat
cove rs s -.lid. Di In in 1 hours.
Readily washable.
We're
selling Enameloid at a spe
cial price this week.

A three-purpose varnish that
gives bright beauty and
amazing piotect'cn to (1)
Furnituie (2) Woodwork (31
Flooia. S-W Mar-Not won't
chip, scaff nor scratch white.
Resists hot or cold water,
alcohol and alkali. Dries in
4 heats. Cleans easily.

Special, 1 qt.

$1.29

Special, 1 qt.

$1.37

S-W FLOOR WAX
li . : a floar wax that polishes itself.
S-W Flo-Wax needs no rubbing. Just
■ pi. ad it cn. Dries, ready to walk on, in
15 ( ., 20 minutes. Keeps linoleum brighter
longer. For wood. linoleum and eompo(.iticn Hears.

Special, */2 gal- $1-29
j'anKunKHBHBBM

YOU CARE a god dell about the dui ability of the furniture you
buy. Be sure of getting furniture that is not only beautiful, but
sturdy as will—let BURPEE FURNITURE CO. furnish your home!

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE

r36IMAINST.feZa-i^

MAINS

ROCKPORT
Mrs. Leslie C. Cean returned Sat
urday from Boston accompanied by
Mr. Dean who has been a surgical pa
tient at the Deaconess Hospital for
a month.
Miss Lillian Brann of the Reading.
Mass., school faculty, spent the week
end at her home here.
Mr. and Mis. Charles Leland ar
rived Saturday from Upton. Mass.,
where they have been with relatives
for several weeks and are now with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel An
drews for an indefinite stay.
Friends here will be tuned in Wed
nesday from 4 to 4.45 p. m.. when
the Curtis String Quartet will broad
cast over the Columbia circuit.
The Twentieth Century Club
opened its fall and winter season
Friday afternoon with a highly inter
esting program. The meeting was
held at the home of Mrs. Frances
Carleton? and Mrs. Nellie Mor
ton was the leader, giving a book re
view on "Gone With the Wind."
This was followed by general discus- '
sion and social hour.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton H. Hall of
Boston, Mass., were weekend guests
at the home of Chester L. Pascal.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker and
granddaughter’Marion Lane, motored
Friday to Mt. Vernon to spend the
day with Miss Ruth Orbeton. a teach
er in the Mt. Vernon Schools.
Mrs. Katherine Amesbury has re
turned to Pasadena, Calif., after
more than a years stay with her
sister Mrs. Charles Wooster. Mrs.
Wooster accompanied her to Boston
and from there proceeded to Roches
ter, N. H., for a visit with her son
Hollis Wooster.
Chester L. Pascal was host to a
group of friends Saturday night at
a dinner party at Beach Inn. Lincoln
ville.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will hold
an all-day session Wednesday at the
vestry instead of at the home of Mrs.
Christie
Whitney as
originally
scheduled.
Word has been received of the birth
Oct. 8 of a son. Anthony, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cary Bok in Philadelphia. Mr.
Bok is the son of the late Edward W
Bok and of Mrs. Mary Louise Bok
! of Merion. Pa. and Rockport.
Miss Winifred Andrews returned
today to Boston, after several weeks'
visit with her sister, Mrs. Everett E.
Fales.
• • • •
Relief Corps Inspection
The Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. held
its annual inspection Friday with
Department President Louise Mat
thews of Rumford as inspecting offi
cer.
Preceding the work these guests of
henor were presented: Emma L. Tor
rey, past department president. Na
tional W.R.C.. Cacilda Cain, past de
partment instituting and installing
officer; Minnie Wellman, past de
partment press correspondent; Lillian
Lincoln, past department president.
Ladies of the G.A.R.; Ernest M.
Torrey , Anderson Camp. Sons of
Union Veterans and Fred Lincoln of
Belfast Camp Sons of Union Vet
erans.
Mrs. Matthews complimented the
officers on the excellent manner in
. which the stations were filled and
on the neatness and accuracy of the
records. The president, Maud Peter' son, presented to Mrs. Matthews a
gift in behalf of the Corps and also
i a personal gift.
At the close of the meeting ad: journment was made to the banquet
I hall where a birthday surprise await i cd one of the officers Mrs. Louise
i Melvin. The hall and tables had j
been attractively decorated for the
i event by Mrs. Torrey. A pedestal
supported ribbons which were car| rled to the sides of the table .and at
tached to each of the ends were gifts
and cards as birthday remembrances.
Three lighted birthday cakes also
adorned the tables, the handiwork of
Mrs. Cain, Mrs. Peterson and Mrs.
Ellen Bohndell. A buffet lunch was
served.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT Headquarters

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Jv*/ FURNITME COMPANY

Ill ll 111II ll I III lllll III 11111II11111111111111 ■ 1111111111111111111II1111111 ll 11III

WEDNESDAY SPECIALS!
PORK CHOPS
PORK CHOPS

lb 28c
.. .. .. .. . .. lb 22c

CENTER CUTS
le^tTd

...............

ROASTING PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 25c, 22c

SOUR KROUT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lbs 25c

POTATOES NAT1VES .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . peck 15c
JEL-SERT_ gelatine dessert . . 4 pkgs 15c

FANCY TOKAY GRAPES

4 lbs 25c

BORDEN’S CREAM CARAMELS 2 lbs 25c
CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE .. lb 27c

PEANUT BUTTER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lb jar 25c
CORNED BEEF.. .. .. .. . two 12 oz tins 33c

MINCED HAM.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 19c
SALTED FISH BITS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 19c
OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

new'

'l/icfct,

1938

A REAL BUY!

MODEL 85T

Co j nr
EASY TERMS

; j.

GET A 1938
TW-Vicfo

I

value

[ ’SICATub,,

FOR VALUE

The very set you’ve wanted—
at a price you can easily afford!
Stunning Beauty-Tone Cabi
net. True lifelike tone.
Amazingly perfect recep
tion ! A value you can't beat!

• Police Calls
•

Broadeests
s«Perheterodyi
Yne

LIBERAL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE!
OUR NEW RADIO EXPERT
We have just r-ddrd to cur staff a STceially trained radio rrpair man,
I ranklin A. Gilks, graduate of the Massachusetts Radio and Television School.
He is prepared to render expert service on ail makes of radios with special
training on RX'.A. Telephone 988 for prompt, efficient, reasonably priced
ladio repair service.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 980

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

Investment Bankers
93 Exchange Street

BUV^

HUHTMS

Maine

Portland,
Established 1854

Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, Thc Thorndike Hotel

Ig-IUTAfSt'

Every-OtKexDay
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Alterations and improvements are
being made on the Ernest C. Davis
residence, Broadway.

WILLIAM I. BARROWS

WALDO THEATRE

The Natives Fled

William Isaac Barrows, a native ;
------of Rockville, died last Tuesday at his Bougainville Island Showered

Edwin Libby Relief Corps wTll meet
Thursday night, the business session
being preceded by a quilt tacking in
the afternoon and picnic supper.

Stromber^Carison’s

With Ashes—Canibalism
home 15 Gay street aged 65 years.
With his passing went a man who
Once
was universally liked; a man who
Bougainville Island, of the Solomon
possessed marked ability in his life
group
ln the southwest Pacific, was
Chief of Police A. P. Richardson,
"MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY" long vocation as a teamster, a man
literally blown into the headlines
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
whose talk so favorably Impressed the
who was ever loyal to his employers
recently when Mt. Bagana, 6,560Rotarians Friday, will be guest speak
MON.-TUES., OCT. 11-12
and to his friends.
er at the Lions meeting Wednesday.
foot volcano, showered ashes over a
No matinees
(lr(!uAri£^5\
Mr. Barrows was a son of Orland
large part of the island. Although
Single evening shows at eight
J. and Jane (Keene) Barrows. In
There will be a County Council
LORETTA YOUNG,
the eruption, one of the most violent
■
meeting at American Legion hall
and WARNER BAXTER i his younger days he drove a milk
in recent decades, sent natives scur- i
Thursday night, with supper from
in
wagon for his father, little imagining,
rying for shelter from villages near I
6.30 to 7, served by the Ladies' Aux
perhaps, that the ensuing half cen the volcano's base. Kieta. admlni-!
We’ve just received the new
“
Wife,
Doctor,
Nurse
”
iliary.
There
will
be
speakers.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
tury was to flr.d him still a driver, strative center of the island on the j
Also
Song
and
Comedy
“
The
Big
1938 Stromberg-Carlson Laby
Oct- 14—Thomaston—Garden
Club
Apple” and Adventures of the though the march of time had east coast, was not disturbed.
meets with Miss Rita C. 8mlth.
William R. McDonald who died in
rinth Models.
Oct
14—Thomaston—Parent-Teacher
Newsreel Cameraman, “Tlie Bone brought vehicles propelled without
“Bougainville is the largest of the
Association meets at High School as South Portland Saturday was a
Bender’s Parade”
sembly hall
horses. His varied employment ln- solomon isiands.- says a bulletin !
Only Stromberg-Carlson has
Oct. 15—Union—Organ
recital
at wejl known Maine sardine manufac
, eluded teaming at the Clark Island frem the Washlngton D c head.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 13
Methodist auditorium.
turer, and formerly was a member of
the
Labyrinth that eliminates the
<n!t. 15—Pleasant Valley Orange Fair.
granite quarry, road building at qUart€rs Of
National Geographic
(No Matinee
the E. W. Brown concern, which con
(Head Middle Street.)
"boom/' blurred and fuzzy tones
North Haven (using his own horses), Soc(ety
Evenings Seven and Nine
Oct. 15—Tenant's Harbor—Annual In ducted a sardine business at Port
spection of Naomi Chapter. O E S
| hauling ship timber for the Bisbees
BANK
NIGHT
found in ordinary radios. The
Oct. 2b—Union—Annual Grange fair.
Clyde.
[and Mr Wentworth in Virginia; Dw(‘1,in*s Withstand Earth Shocks
Double Feature
Oct. 21—Opening meeting of Baptist
Selectorlite
Dial,Tri-FocaI Tuning
Men's League
teaming in Worcester, Mass., driving
“Lush tropical vegetation blankets !
IRENE HERVEY,
Oct 21—Annual meeting of KnoxBenjamin C. Perry saw two of the
Indicator and Carpinchoe Leather
WALTER CONNOLLY j for the Standard Oil Co. from 1903 ’ the island whose irregular terrain |
Llncoln Farm Bureau at Rockland Com
I games in the World Series at New i
munity Building.
in
until 1912; driving for A. C. McLoon ranges from crocodile-infested manSpeaker are among other exclu
Oct 22—Knox County Christian En Ycrk last week. "Nothing to it but the
deavor union rally at Thomaston Baptist
& Co. (Texaco) from 1912 to 1928; grove swamps to lofty mountains ris“The League of
Church
Yanks," said Ben. The same day
sive features that make tuning
driving for the city; and driving for ing as high as 10.000 feet above the
Oct. 26—Annual fair of Golden Rod
the Giants won. and on the next day
Frightened Men”
Chapter. OES.
simpler, and reproduction
j
the
Samoset
Hotel
the
past
three
surrounding
sea.
So
rapidly
do
the
Oct. 27—Past Matrons and Past Pa gave the Yanks a classy battle. But
also
j seasons.
’
1 streams descend from mountains
trons A««yolatlon (C\E8.) meets at
smoother.
the Yanks got the pennant and the
Masonic hall. Rockport
JACK HOLT
| Mr. Barrows' illness was of brief that only a few miles of them are
Oct 29 l3 to 8 30)—Educational Club big money.
in
picnic at Mrs. Emma Bradstreet's. 57
duration. Stricken with a paralytic navigable even for small native
Suffolk street.
“
Trouble
In
Morocco”
shock a fortnight ago he never ral craft. The natives, therefore, us-|
Oct. 31—Hallowe'en.
SHOT BY G-MEN
Nov
5—Thomaston—Inspection
of
ually travel from village to village on j
lied.
Mayflower Temple. Pythian Sisters.
C5 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
THURSDAY, OCT. 14
NEW No. 240-M j, fiQ 5()
Nov 7-29—Charles and Laurie Taylor
The deceased was married Oct. 8. foot, on bicycles, and in light vehicles.
TRIPLE RANGE 1»»
evangelistic
services at Community
Matinee
2.30
A radio bulletin broadcast short
1902 to Maude M. Kuhn of Warren, There are no railroads. Some white
Building.
Single evening show at eight
Nov 11—Armistice Ball ln Community
ly before this paper went to press
who survives him. together with his colonists move about their planta-1
£~fhore is nothing finer than a Stromberg-Carlson
KAY FRANCIS. IAN HUNTER
Building, auspices
Winslow-Holbrook
says that G men shot two men on
stepmother. Mrs. Ellen Barrows; a tions ln automobiles.
Post. A. L.
in
Nov. 17—Anderson Camp Auxiliary
"A volcanic eruption is just another
Main street, Bangor, this morning,
brother Sylvester Barrows of Rocklair at Grand Army hall
“CONFESSION”
Nov 19—Knox County Fish and Game
ville; two nieces, Mrs. Leeman Oxton j incident to the natives of this island !
and that one was Public Enemy
Association holds membership meeting
of West Rockport and Mrs. Roy [ where earthquakes are so common j LIMEROCK VALLEY POMONA
No. 1.
Also the World Champion
ln Thomaston.
Heretofore all washer engines,
! Hunter of Rockville; and a step- ' that most dwellings of Europeans are j
THE BIGGEST
including the famous Maytag
Green Bay Packers
Limerock Valley Pomona met SatMr. and Mrs. Osgood Gilbert have
! sister. Mrs. Charles Strout of Bruns- [ built of wood to withstand frequent
Gasoline Multi-Motor, have
The Roundtop truck, driven by Ed
in
shocks. For white men the region is urday with Wessaweskeag Grange.
been one cylinder. The new
returned from a vacation visit to New
, wick.
win Burgess, and a Buick passenger
Twin-Cylinder Multi-Motor
Funeral services last Friday were ’ unhealthy. The excessive humidity worthy Master F. L. S. Morse pre
“Pigskin Champions”
York.
FARM
IN Is amazingly free from vibration
car driven by Warren Noyes, collid
conducted by Rev. J. Charles Mac- >s depressing, and malaria-carrying s,dlng After a buslness meeting in
—runs cooler, steadier, sntoot her,
The last word in football tech
ed on North Main street Friday
quieter; starts easier, and oper
Miss Lena Farrington has returned
nique and grisly power
Donald. Many flowers lent their , mosquitoes are ever on the offensive
ates 3 to 3’ , hours, under normal
the afternoon a baked bean supper
night, with a force that rattled the
(Described by PETE SMITH
to Chisholm’s Spa, after a week's
comfort to the bereaved ones. The ' Malaria, tuberculosis, and pneumonia
load, on a quart ol gasoline. It
teeth of both occupants. The cars
was
served
and
in
the
evening
an
Is Interchangeable with an elec
And
Headway
Brevity
—
vacation.
bearers were Sylvester Barrows, El- ! are the chief causes of death among
tric motor.
were slightly damaged.
“Sound Defects”
bert Oxton. Dana Sherer and Kelsey- the natives. Epidemics of whooping old-fashioned minstrel show with
This engine, built for a wom
The slaying of William Small's
Stevens. The interment was in Rock- | cough and influenza have swept the \ Weston Arey as interlocutor was enan to operate, is just another
Tlie curbstone flags which have j
sheep by bloodthirsty dogs continues.
island from time to time leaving in jcyed
reason
why your choiceof wash
ville.
The program contained;
Allen L Kelley, one of Rockland's
ers should be a Maytag. Ask
their wake depleted population.
Patience will soon cease to be a vir flown on rather small provocation ln
Skirt dance. Marion Watts und Elsie (
your dealer to demonstrate.! fit
recent years, failed to make their ap two remaining Civil War veterans, is
“There are nearly 50.000 natives on
tue with that owner.
doesn’t sell itself, don't keep it.
Patrolmen Chrlstcfferson and ChapRackliffe; accordion solo, Marion
pearance this morning in spite of the ill at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Bougainville Island.
Black and
Justin SL. Cross on South Main street.
an ha\e completed their vacation strQng tbey enjoy adornlng them- j Arey. banjo solo. Samuel Batty; song
The German steamer Frode, laden fact that it is Columbus Day. The !
and are hack on the job.
selves with white shell ornaments, i /’Old Black Jo:, Earl Rackliffe.
with fertilizer passed up river to Courier-Gazette's flag was rushed
Fales Circle will hold its annual
Their graceful canoes are inlaid with j pianist. Mrs. Samuel Batty; trumpet
into
the
breach
in
order
that
ChrisSearsport Saturday. Capt. John G.
Ccmer Club was entertained Friday sheUs Solomon isianders were long solo. Charles Watts. Jr.; dance. Sylvia
toforo might have some recognition. inspection at Mrs. Susie Newbert's ln
Snow was in the pilot house.
Thomaston, Thursday night. Mrs. afternoon by Mrs. Chorls Jenkins notorious as flerce cannibals. They Tyler and Meredith Mundy; guitar ;
Eva Irving of Woodfords, department Card honors were won by Mrs. I. J. j could
counted on t0 take the
and banjo duet, Ted Elwell and Sam
The Courier-Gazette again has an
The Community Yacht Club has
president, will be the inspecting Shuman, with a guest prize for Mrs.
of a European who landed there. uel Batty.
folded up for the winter, and a small , office cat, which immediately estabofficer.
C. W. Jennys of Madison.
Entertainment ln the afternoon
But now, under government and
scow has taken the place of the float , lished affectionate relations with the
consisted
of greetings by S A. Rack------ “
missionary Influence, they are bewhich did such excellent service all members of the staf. Anderson's
George Cummings, wno has beer,
The next meeting of Townsend Club I coming iess bloodthirsty. If can- liff, master; piano solo. Nellie Hall;
story is that somebody placed the !
summer.
employed at the Bryant shed of the No. 2 will be held in its new quarters nibalism Is practiced at all. lt is done [ readings and recitations. Gerald Bevcat aboard his car, and that he knew
Rockland; & Rockport Lime Co., Inc., at the Community Building next Mon secretly. Since forty dialects are erage Minnie Miles, Martha Gross,
Evans Tolman of Rockville was an nothing about it until the office had
sustained a broken lelg Friday when a day nt 7 p. m. Matters of great Im spoken in the Solomons, natives of Lillian Rackliff. Ella Robinson and
early morning caller at The Courier- been reached. It looks to his susbelting slipped off a pulley. He is a portance to be considered.
different villages sometimes under- [ J°bn Dean. Pomona Master Morse
Gazette office yesterday. And what plclous companions like a fine case
patient at Knox Hospital.
stand
each
other
only
by 8ae *wo songs ln Spanish.
do you think he brought—a ripe apple of shanghalelng.
County Agent Ralph Wentworth
blossom.
Melvin
J.
Wilbur
^f
Lamoine
speaking
pidgin
English,
picked
up
An important rehearsal, for all
an instructive talk on extenPARKER E. WORREY
Hon. Clyde H. Smith of Skowhegan, singers of the Rubinstein Club, will pleaded guilty to (reckless driving In In missionary schools or on plantations
In
Samoa
where
some
worked
s
'
on
w
'°rk and Farm Bureau activl65 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
The meeting of Ralph Ulmer Camp Congressman from this District, has be held Friday night with Mrs. Faith Municipal Court yesterday, and was
ties.
fined
$10
and
costs.
Two
cars
in
his
as
laborers,
and Auxiliary will take place Wed accepted an Invitation to be evening Berry. Grove street, in preparation for
the maytag company . MANUFAcnnttus « founded UQ3 » newion, iqw a
The fifth degree was conferred
"Copra is BauguinvlUe's chief stock
nesday night. A beano game will fol speaker, Oct. 29 at the meeting of the the cantata. “Hiawatha's Wedding pathway took to the ditch.
in trade. Many natives are employed on a class of seven candidates.
low the 6 o'clock supper which is Woman's Educational Club, with Mrs. Feast" by Coleridge Taylor.
Pomona holds its .next meeting Nov.
in European-owned cocoanut plan
week. Having Dought thc building,
Emma Bradstreet. 57 Suffolk street
in charge of Mrs. Laura Ranlett.
-----! The Curtis String Quartet will
13 in St. Oeorge.
tations
along
the
northeast,
north,
Miss Margaret Rogers who ls a broadcast over the Columbia network
as hostess. Mrs. Smith, a life memwith plans to repair and paint it, a
Franklin A Gillis, a graduate of ; ber of this club, will accompany Mr. student at Castine Normal School Wednesday ,rom 4 t0 4.45 p. m. and northwest coasts. Gold from the
generous patronage is solicited.
talanted group has been heard Kleta .district sandalwood, coc
NORTH HAVEN
Massachusetts Radio and Television j Smith and will also speak. Box lunch has been chosen a member of the
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Woodman are
WATER PIPES RENEWED
.__ _
vegetable ivory nuts, and sea shells
Student Senate, also its secretary. in recital in Rockport
School, has joined the staff of Ston- and coffee at 6 o'clock.
the past two
0
.
.
Mrs. Parker Stone and children ! in Portland for an extended visit.
AND WIRED OUT
are
also
exported.
The
islanders
are
This
is
a
distinct
honor
as
only
three
ington Furniture Co., and is prepared
summer seasons.
, ..divers and. Parker Nathaniel
and Ruth
went Carl Bunker was in Rockland Mon
NEW
SEWERS LAID
expert
swimmers
and
naumum
anu
nuui
w«n
Mrs. Ida E. Lord of Park street has freshmen are chosen each year to
to handle service and repair work
1
j collecting
17 *•
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
many are employed
quan- Monday to ioin Mr
•vu Stone
owne who
w»u has
jibs nay
j on business,
sold
the
building
occupied
by
the
represent
their
class.
on all brands cf radio.
PLUGGED
Pleasant Valley Grange tonight will titles of Trochus, turtle, and green [ employment in the U. G. and I. j Sherman Baird In a fall Sunday,
John A. Karl painting firm, to
have a short business meeting in or snail shells. Out of some of these ' laboratory. Their address will be No sustained a broken left arm. It was SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. L.. plans Stephen Alex, who will remove his The W.C.T.U. will hold its first der that the fair committee will have shells buttons are made.
116 South Scott Ave., Glenolden. set by Dr. Arthur Woodman. With
meeting
of
the
season
Friday
at
2.30
REPAIR
CELLAR WALLS
shoeshining
parlor
and
pool
room
to
great doings for Armistice Ball. The
the opportunity of preparing booths,
! his brother Charles he went Monday
"Bougainville Island is named for Fenn.
high light will of course be Young's It within a few weeks. It is under p. m. at the home of Mrs. Hope etc. Members are asked to take ham
Mrs.
Lewis
Mills
and Kenneth to Rockland for an x-ray check up.
a Frenchman. Louis de Bougainville, I “
*s *vwui M
““ ana
11-plece orchestra. There will be a stood that the Karl shop will be re Brewster, 43 Rankin street. Depart- j mers and saws, and go prepared for vho discovered it ln 1768 After the MilLs werr R9ctclancl visitors Monday.1 Hazel Marden and Goldie Firth
TEL 1187-It,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ment
reports
and
appointment
of
,
as
there
,
b
p
,
enty
d0
and
$25 door prize and turkey beano with moved to the old Mike Armata
World War the island and other
Orange announces its annual were visitors Saturday ln Rockland;
delegates
to
the
State
Convention,
store
on
Park
street.
Mr.
Alex
is
at
many other tine prizes and free beano
smaller Islands In the northern Sol- fair Friday and Saturday of this | as was also Mrs. Arthur Woodman,
p
present a tenant in the Farnsworth will be in order. An outlined pro- '
every once in a While.
emon group came under the adminis- ,
BORN
building opposite the head of Till gram for the year is to be accepted
Rev. George A. Pollard, "The Man son avenue, recently sold to out of The State Convention of the Maine [ SAYWARD At Rockland. Oct 10. to Mr tratlon of Great Britain which in
1893 had already assumed a protec
From Oregon." will be guest preach town parties, who it is understood, W.C.T.U. will be held in Bethany I and Mrs Earle Sayward. a son
—At Philadelphia. Oct. 8. to Mr torate over the southern group."
er at the Congregational Church next will raze the building, and erect a Baptist (Church, Skowhegan, Oct. [ BOK
and Mrs Cary Bok. a son. Anthony
20-22. Mrs. Nellie G. Burger, record IFEMY—At Thomaston. Oct 8. to Mr
Sunday morning. Mr. Olds will pre new brick block.
and Mrs. Arthur Ifemy. a daughter.
Knox Lodge I.OO.F. and Miriam
ing secretary of the National W. C.
side at the service and Mr. Pollard’s
, Rebekah Lodge are having a joint
theme will have much to do with his
Captain Carl Bowness and Lieut. T. U. will be the honored guest and
MARRIED
Installation of officers tonight at 8
experience in many churches in the Charles H. Wright officers in charge speaker. State Director. County
Use The Products Which He Owns And Controls
Northwest and on the Pacific coast. of the local Salvation Army Corps Presidents and General officers are ^r^.^J^w^MSne^aohn o'clock. Knox L-odge officers will be
Donald
Coughlin
of
Rockland
and
installed
by
Special
D.D.G.M.
Milton
have attended councils for the offi members of the Executive Beard.
Mies Dorlnda Ann Adams of Bangor
*
Francis, son of Francis E. Havener cers of the (Northern New England Each local union is entitled to one lowe-bartlett—At Rockland
Oct v- Kolltns with Lester Post as grand
He Will Sell You
10. by Rev. Corwin h olds, Charles [ mars'? a] and Miriam Rebekah officers
of Broadway has entered the Peabody Division in Portland Monday. The delegate at large and one delegate
Conservatory of Music in Baltimore annual Harvest Festival ingathering for each group of 25 dues-paying Bartlett of Rockland.
installed by D.D.P. Mrs. Marfor a year's course. His voice teacher was the feature of the night meet members. In sending out the call for winchenbaugh-billado. At Rock- garet Reid with Mrs. Josie Conary as
land. Oct. 9. by Rev. H R. Wlnehen- I
. , , ,
there will be Frank Bibb, a well ing to which the public was invited. State Convention Mrs. Althea G.
baugh. Manuel R Winchenbaugh and Brand marshal, assisted by grand
Miss Irene o. Biiiado, both of Rock- officers from both branches. Music
known member of Camden’s sum Captain Bowness wishes to announce Quimby. State President says: "We
mer musical colony. Mr. Havener ls that his Harvest Festival Target of rejoice that there is such a general allen-hilt—At Rockland. Oct 9 by wl" 't>e furnished by Eddie Whalen
a student of Miss Lotte McLaughlin, $90 has been realized and wishes to turning to temperance education.
Rev c. a Marstaiier. Crawford c i and his orchestra for the installation
both ”
of* Stand
__ J_____
,__ A torfollow.
„___ ______
,____I
Georgeand Cora" Hilt,
.................
dancing
Refreshments
and while a student in Rockland thank all contributors who made this Our
organization
is
especially
High School gave evidence of very possible. The money raised for this equiDDed to meet this ever-increasing \ McKINnon-page—At Medford. Mass will be served following the cereOct. 9. Walter T. McKinnon of Quincy, '
unusual musical ability.
All members may Invite
Mass . and Miss Doris L. Page, for monies.
cause will be used to support our J demand for the knowledge of “what
merly of Martlntfvllle.
one guest and can get tickets from
Home Missionary work, the New York . alcohol is and what it does."
A diaphone call mid evening last
the noble grands elect or vice grands
Training College and many of our
DIED
night from Box 33 called the tflre de
elect or at C. M. Havener's store.
social institutions who are not selfGROSS—At Bremen. Oct. 9. Almore
partment and the theatre crowds to
Gross, aged 73 years. 5 months. 4 days
supporting.
Tillson avenue where a smoky slow
Funeral Tuesday at 1 o'clock from
The house on Grove street built for
residence Interment In Hill Side cem
motion blaze was in progress in the
Without Laxatives — and You II Eat
etery.
the late John D. May. and last occu
Rally Day was observed in the
Everyth.ng from Soup to Nuts
unoccupied wooden structure next
DAGGETT—At Brockton. Mass . Oct. 7. pied by R. S. Sherman, has been sold
The stomach should digest two pounds of food
Lena Daggett, formerly of Union, aged
dally. When you eat heavy, greasy, coarse or
east of the former Allen restaurant. church school of the Littlefield Me
64 years, 11 months. 23 days. Inter to Dante P. Oatti, who plans to 1st
rkh foods or when you are nervous, hurried or
thvw poorly—your stomach pours out too much
ment In Lake View cemetery. Union.
The building was quite badly gutted morial Church Sunday. The program
one of the tenements, and eventually
fluid. Your food doesn't digest and you have
STROUT—At Rockland. Oct. 11, J Wal
gas. heartburn, nausea, pain or sour Stomach.
about the roof. Chief Russell is of consisted of choruses, a motion song
You feel sour, sick and upset all over.
ter Strout. formerfy of Thomaston, j occupy the other. The deal was made
by
Margaret
and
Ruth
Dorman
and
Doctors say never take a laxative for stomach
the opinion that the fire resulted from
P?rdate61funeeraf AumSa^at 2* o?lo?k I thr0Ugh Walter H' Spear'S 8genCy'
pain. It la dangerous and foolish. It takes those
little black tablets called Bell-ans for Indigestloa
careless vagrants. The property is a pageant, ‘Through the Sunday
to make the excess stomach fluids harmless, re
at
51 Masonic street. Rockland. In- |----------------------------------------------------------lieve mstre<s In 5 minutes and put you bark an
terment in Thomaston.
owned by Isidor Gordon and is un School Gate," the following taking
your feet. Relief is an quick It is amazing and
one
25c
package
proves
it.
Ask
for
Bell-ans
for
part: Happy Child, Barbara Bart
insured.
Indigestion. Sold everywhere, (c) Bell A Co. 19ST.
CARB OF THANKS
lett; Don’t Know, Norma Munro.
This Flour Is Packed Expressly For Him
We wish to thank relatives, neighbors
Casper, Wyoming newspapers de Don't Care, Oliver Wiggin; Keep It,
| and friends for their kindness to us ln
our bereavement.
voted considerable space to the re Sidney Munro, Christmas, Ruth
i Mrs. Maude Barrows. Mrs. Ellen Barrows.
•
Thanksgiving,
Lucy
cent opening of a bar-room in that Hammond;
Same Price At All Grocers
—
city. Rockland, Me. got into tthe pic Munro; Easter. Elinor Nye; Chil
CARD OF THANKS
ture by virtue of the fact that a spe dren’s Day, Therese Bragg; StoryWe wish to thank our friends and
Boy
,
Perley
Bartlett,
Jr.;'
School
,
neighbors.
Dr. Hqdgkins. Joan Moullson
cial order of live lobsters from this
I and Mr. Ulmer for their kindnesses and
city was served on the opening night. Days, Roger Conant; Far Away Child,
i beautiful floral tributes during our re1 cent bereavement.
Cyrus W. Hills, a former Rockland Arlene Bartlett; Little Voice, Leona
AMBULANCE SERVICE
MORTICIANS
I Enoch Mullins and family, Linwood
boy who sent the newspaper in a Lothrop; Joy of Service, Sylvia
Dyer and family, Lauressa Durrell.
Ambulance Service
letter to his brother Oliver F. Hills, Hooper. The program was in charge
told of hearing President Roosevelt of Mrs. Charles Marstaiier, and Mrs.
CARD OF THANKS
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
Distributed by Edmunds Grain Co., Belfast, Me.
in Cheyenne. He also issued a chal Ralph Norton. There was a large at
I wish to express my thanks to friends
TEL. 662
neighbors for their kind rememlenge to Walter H. Spear to go out tendance and the church was prettily 361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLANDl )j and
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
brance of my birthday.
122-lt
119-tfl
to Cheyenne, and do some Elk hunt decorated with fall foliage and
Mrs. Owen Lermond.
98tf
North
Haven.
flowers.
ing.
,
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NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

PATRONIZE YOUR INDEPENDENT NEIGHBORHOOD GROCER

HELP STOMACH
DIGEST FOOD
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Family Flour
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Money-Back Guarantee
To Equal The Best

With A

BURPEE’S

KANSAS FLOUR MILLS CORP.
KANSAS CITY

Russell Funeral Home
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Millions Are Fighting
That Tired Feeling
Some people are always tired, no mat
ter how much sleep they get. Often
they are just suffering from constipa
tion. For early fatigue, mental dull
ness, sleeplessness, sour stomach and
its resultant bad breath, mental de
pression; the aggravation of most skin
blemishes, can all be caused by it.
So keep regular. And if you need to
assist Nature, use Dr. Edwards’ Olive
Tablets. This gentle laxative can help
bring relief. Extremely important, too,
is the mild stimulation it gives the
flow of bile from the liver, without the
discomfort of drastic, irritating drugs.
That’s why millions are sold yearly.
All druggists, 1.W. PDA

CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. George Vannah and
son George have been in East
Friendship for a few days’ visit at
A. G. Jameson's.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tonks and
daughter Doris of Somerville, Mass.,
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. W.
B. Holder. 'While here they motored
to Bar Harbor and Cadillac Mt.

Miss Ethel Browne has returned
fiom a business trip to Framingham
and surrounding cities.
Forrest Newbert and Ernest New
bert are sawing pulp wood on the
Rowell lot which they cut during the
summer.
N H. Street of Woodbridge. Conn.,
has been passing a few days at his
farm.
F. I. Geyer is painting Fred Killerans house.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Cushman,
newly married, are making their
home with Mrs. Cushman's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ames for the
present.

George Stewart and a crew of pulp
wood men are sawing wood in St.
George.
Whitney Cannon of Portland mo
tored here Wednesday returning the
same day accompanied by his mother
Mrs George Stewart and brother
Allan who were his guests over tlie
weekend.

RE5INOL
PROMPT AND PVOIONGID ACTION

GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Rev. John F. Heino, former pastor,
and his family, are now in Worcester,
Mass., where Rev. Mr. Heino is min
ister of the Finnish Congregational
Church. Before their departure they
were tendered a farewell reception at
the church and were the recipients of
a gift of money. Their many friends
wish them success in their new loca
tion.
Sympathy is extended to the be
reaved family of the late Hilda An
derson whose funeral was held at the
church here. Mrs. Anderson's girl
hood years in this country and the
first years of her married life were
spent ln this community. Two of her
children who died in infancy are
buried in the local cemetery. Mrs.
Anderson was a woman of sterling
character. Fineness, gentleness and
cheerfulness were hers, despite years
of pain and sorrow.
The spacious home of Mrs Annie
Kyllonen in Warren was filled to
capacity Thursday night when friends
and members of the Finnish Congre
gational Church assembled for serv
ices conducted by Rev. Samuel Nevala,
the new minister. Rev. Alex Raita
also spoke. Next Thursday's meeting
will be at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
William Anderson ((Kokkinen) in
Warren.
William Johnson, who makes his
home at Harjula's, is on an extended
hunting trip in the Moosehead re
gion. Mr. and Mrs. Bert Benner and !
George Newbert of Thomaston and ,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Harjula will Join
him this week.
The Oirls' and Boys' 4-H Clubs hold
their local contest at the Georges
River schoolhouse tonight at 7.30. A
varied program will be presented, in
cluding a Finnish wolk dance in cos
tume by the girls. Everyone is wel
come.

STICKNEY CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. William Marson of
East Gardner, Mass., were guests last
Tuesday of his grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. A. M. Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Grierson and
two children were business callers
Saturday in this place.
Mrs. Callie Weaver, son Edward,
daughter Louisa and grandson Earle
visited Sunday at the Frank Cargill
home in Warren.
Merle Bidelinger and Osborn Weav
er are employed by Clyde Sukeforth
in South Waldoboro.
A. O. Humes or Vassaiboro Is visit
ing his twin sister, Mrs. Clarence
Cramer.
J. D. Clarke and Robert Grierson
were business callers Wednesday in
Augusta.
Charles Doe, road commissioner, is
engaged in repairing bridges.

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
RATES!
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VINALHAVEN

Union Church Circle will meet
Thursday and serve supper at 5,30.
housekeepers are: Lucille Carver,
Ruth Arey, Lillion Carver and Maude
Arey.
(By Chuck Cochard)
Pleasant River Grange attended
Union Church in observance of Har
Hollywood—Hollwood is on a talent
vest Sunday. Decorations Included
i spree in foreign countries at the
fall flowers, baskets of fruit, vege
present time. It is not the first time,
tables and preserves. The pastor
1 bul it is first time in a longwhile
Rev. Arthur F. Leigh spoke on “Ruth
I that the film moguls have invaded
The Gleaner.” Special selections by
j the foreign talent markets on such
the vested choir included anthem, "I
a large scale.
| Will Extol Thee" and duet by Miss'
Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M head, Just j
Beulah Gilchrist and Mrs. Flora
returned for a trip abroad and a re
Brown. "God's Will is Best." Mrs.
cent report Indicates that he signed
Evelyn Hall was organist and played
some 15 personalities on his trip
“Coronation March" by Meyerbeer
through Europe and England. In ad
for both processional and postlude;
dition to those, Mr. Mayer also has
for offertory "Andante" by Gluck.
given contracts to Hedy Lamarr who,
The pastor s evening subject was en
as Hedy Kiesler, was the star of
titled “Shipwrecked." Selections by
"Ecstasy." and to Grisha Ooluboff.
the choir included a duet “Jesus
12-year-old violinist.
Leads," by Mrs. May
Tolman
Other recent importations include:
end L. A. Coombs. Miss Louise Bur
| Isa Miranda. Italian actress; Frangess was organist.
ceska Gaal, Hungarian girl; Sigrid |
Harry Freedman and
Robert
Gurier. Norwegian actress; Vera Zo- J
Freedman have returned from Bos
ring, English comedienne. Daniton.
! ielle Darrieux, new French actress,
Union Church Choir held rehearsal
and many others. There's also Delia
Thursday night at Boulder Cottage,
Lind, Ilona Massey, Rose Stradner, J
Miliza Korjus. and Tilly Losch.
In “Music For Madame," which Jesse L. Lask.v produced for RKO Radio, Shore Acres as guests of L. A.
* * 5 *
Nino Martini is presented as a young tenor who seeks—and finds— fame ln Coombs.
Prof, and Mrs. R Mont Arey of
Gladys Swarthout s new picture noiij.wood Here the singer Is being wished luck on his debut by (centre)
Proving his acting genius glimpsed in "Lloyds of London," George San- Tbe Yellow Nightingale with John Joan ponUjnei wj,a is seen as the romantic foil to the star, and Lee Patrick. Rochester. N. Y. arrived Friday for
ders plays four different roles in suspenseful “Lancer Spy." the first romantic Boles and John Barrymore will be Martini not only sings several songs composed for this gay pielure-with-muslc, a tew days visit with his mother,
lead of Twentieth Century-Fox's sensational new screen find. Dolores Del one of the year's most lavish musi but renders famous arias from the grand operas which he has sung as a fea Mrs. Eliza Arey.
cals. The opus will give Miss Swart tured star of the Metropolitan Opera, of New York; among the latter is the
Rio and Peter Lorre are eo-featured in the film.—adv.
Mrs. Louise Wareham was home
hout a real work-out, she will sing famous “Vesti la Giubba." from Pagliacci.—adv.
from Concord, N. H., over the week
ten song,, including three duets
end to visit her sister Mrs. L. R.
If he lived, this daring British ever return, this untold spy story of with Boles.
Smith.
secret agent sitting with the German the great war is brought to vivid life
Walter Huston has just been signed
Thomas Baum. Gustaf Johnson
high command in the uniform of a by the sensational performance of for the lead of a story revolving
and Oscar Swanson went Sunday to
Prussian Lancer could strike a dead- George Sanders, destined to sky- around the American Civil War.
Hall's Quarry where they have em
lier blow than a million marching rocket him to screen fame,
"Benefits Forgot" with
Beulah
ployment.
men! If he succeeded, it meant
In a new romantic role the tall, Bondi. Lewis Stone and Guy Kibbe
Miss Barbara Roberts was home
heartbreak; if he failed, the firing husky Sanders finds a traitorous This is the first of a series of picfrom Boston for the weekend.
squad.
woman in love with him. finds him- tures around this theme, which will
Mrs. Alex Moir and son Raymond
The most extraordinary venture a self depending upon this love of a beat the much-talked-of “Gone
oi Marlboro, Mass., are guests of
courageous man ever faced, with one woman whose business is betrayal.— With the Wind" into production,
relatives in town over the holiday.
chance in a thousand that he would adv.
• • • •
Mrs. Christine Whitney of Rock
___________________________ ______________________________________ Maurice LeBlanc's famous crime
port is visiting her sister Mrs. Julia
• characters. Arsene Lupin and Detec
Johnson.
tive Guechard are to be brought back
Assembly was held Friday morning
to the screen ln 'The Return of
at
High School with this program:
Arsene Lupin." Melvin Douglas will
Reading from the Bible. Newman
play Arsene Lupin and Warren WilWalls; poem, “Cdlumbus," Olga Mac
i liams will be the sorely tried crimi
2
Donald; piano solo, Louise Burgess;
1
4
3
b 7
8
5
nologist.
singing by the school; piano solo.
10
II
Stephen Hamilton.
9
Cameras are new turning at last on
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith re
the million-and-a-half dollar pic
11
ture "The Adventure of Robin Hood"
turned Saturday from Rochester.
14
13
1 starring Errol Flynn and Olivia deN. Y.. where they were guests of
W Ib
19
15
Ha villand.
Prof, and Mrs. R. Mont Arey.
17
16
• • • •
w
At Pleasant River Grange hail a
Cesar Romero and Virginia Bruce
z6
dance was held Saturday, music being
22 W 2i
21
dining again. . . . Simone Simon and
Virginia Grey and Bruce Cabot in ‘Bad Guy"
supplied by Leon Arey. saxaphone;
w
Gene Markey. . . . And although re
W
I 25
Fla villa Anderson, drums; and Ola
w
Virginia
Grey
and
Bruce
Cabot
in
a
romantic
interlude
of
"Bad
Guy,
’
’
ports have said that Tyrone Power's
Ames, piano.
present object cf affection is Janet new . . . offering which glorifies the deeds of the high-tension power-line
2b
W 27
Andrew King of California is
workmen
who
risk
their
lives
for
civilization.
—
adv.
Gaynor your correspondent is inguest of his daughter Mrs. Marshall
W
clir.ed to believe he still holds more
Coombs.
I 30 W Jl
32
2d 29
than a friendly feeling towards Sonja
WEST
HOPE
SOUTH
THOMASTON
The Merry 12 met Wednesday at
w
Henie—if the way they looked into
Ledge Lodge.
i4
l>b
37
35
35
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Baum.
Mrs.
each other's eyes means anything
Head-of-the-Lake
The Senior Class held a bridge
Hattie Jackson and Mrs. Isabelle
Their
favorite
song
was
“
That
Old
46 W 41
and "63" party Friday night at the
4-H Club Notes
i 42
rt
Feeling," when they were dining the
Jackson are in Boston for a week heme of Mrs Ambrose Peterson.
The local cont* st of the Alford
w
other p. m.
Mrs Elisha Brown returned Fri
I 45
43
Lake 4-H Club was held Friday night Jesse Sleeper is assisting in the post44 W
• • • •
office during the absence of Mr. and day from Rockport, her daughter
“The Bride Wore Red" starring Joan ' at the schoolhouse.
Miss Barbara Brown having entered
47
Crawford, Franchot Tone and Rob | The children presented as program: Mrs. Baum.
4b
4& 49
ert Young is one of the better pic Business meeting, each member tellMr. and Mrs. Bryl Pierson of Wol the Ballard Business School ln that
50
tures of the year. A real love story I ing what he or she did for the year's laston. Mass., and Joseph Norton of town.
51
A High School social was held Fri
from beginning to end with Joan work when the roll was called; story, Brighton. Mass., were in town over
day night at the Grand Army rooms.
ln a role suited to her talents. Inci j “My Season's Work," Dois Nichols, the weekend.
Miss Sara Donahue went Saturday
HORIZONTAL
I HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
dentally it is directed by a woman, demonstration. "Accurate Measure
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Drinkwater to Dorchester, Mass.
1-Cavity
41-Fear
11- Drill
Dorothy Arzner.
ments." Ruth and Esther Norwood;
5-Small bunch of hay 42-Goddess of the sea 12- Portable light
• • • •
! poem, Lois Nichols; song, Audrey have returned to Spruce Head after The Anti-Cants presented a three14-Large lake
9-Mature
(Norse Myth)
spending a month with Mrs. Eva act plky entitled "Halloween" at
Marlene
Dietrich's
eyebrows,
Grassow and Althea Watson; story.
10-lnactive
43-Halt
16- Acted upon by
Sleeper.
which
have
arched
up
and
out
like
the club room Saturday afternoon.
45- Gains
weight
12-Thoroughfare
"My Season's Work." Vernard Merri
the truncated srms of the Winged field; song. Lois and Connie Nichols;
17- Guided
13- Fatigue
46- Produce
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge Characters were taken by Norma
15- Dexterity
18- Began
43-Stop
Victory, have returned to normal for , r-oem. Althea Watson; son. Lois closed their home here Sunday and Phillips, Jane Libby, Ruth Arey.
50- Tardy
21- Affirms
16- Raw hides
"Angel." her new picture. It is an NiChols; rlddle Verna Norwood joke. went to Portland where they will Priscilla Chilles, Joan Johnson and
51- Eagle
22- Sedate
19- Deface
attempt to bring the picture a down- Althea Watson; story, “My Season's J have an apartment the coming win- Macia Robinson. This was followed
28- Afternoon parties
20- Myself
to-earth realism. You’ll like her.
29Void
21- Checka
by singing by Norma, Priscilla and
Work." Ruth Norwood; riddles and ter.
VERTICAL
30- Corroded
23-Two
The new Bing Crosby heir is ex-1 . , '
.
„
.,
32- A freeman
nprtPri in Mam'i
Tt ix axtimaiJ kes' by members P°em' Vernard
Mrs. Georgia Snow went
Friday to Macia; tap dance, Norma Phillips;
24- Show to be true
pecteo in Marc.r. ... it is estima
Merrifield; riddle Emma Mank; har. R k t
k
h
f
„
seng, Ruth Arey; song, "Little Old
1- Suggestion
25- Make amends for
33- Male descendants
ted that the celebrated "Room Serv- m. „ ’
.
„ KOCKpon w KeeP nouse lor Mrs Lady," Priscilla Chilles. A fashion
2- Open (Poet.)
26- Superlative suffix
36- Exchange
monica
solo
and
song.
Esther
NorRobert
Gregory
’
while
she
is
on
a
27- Constellation
3- The (Fr.)
37- Spear-like weapon
ice" play will cost RKO up to 12,000.show ended the entertainment.
wood, Ruth Norwood and Althea trip to New Brunswick
4- Penetrate
40-Labor
23-Rends
000. The Marx Brothers will star
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Gray of
Watson; song. Ruth and Esther Nor5- Fades
42-To swell upward
31-lnelines
in it. . . The latest Jones Family wood; song. Betty Rolfe; song, Lois ' Jonathan Oraves has returned Portland are guests of relatives.
6- lnto
44- A vegetable
34- Type measure
picture is "Borrowing Trouble.”
7- Place
45- Pale
35- Decided
Nichols; story. “My Seasons Work." fr°m Aroostook <*»»>* ’'here he has
Pleasant River Grange degrees
• • • •
8- Stiffly proper
47-Military title (abbr.)
38- lnterjectlon
been employed in the potato fields.
were conferred Wednesday on Dr.
Audrey
Grassow;
tap
dance.
Lois
j
49-Comparative suffix
9- More uncommon
39- Quick to learn
Inside the studio gates;
A card party for the benefit of the Rplph Earle. Louise Burgess, CharlThe latest dope" between Sonja Nichols; remarks by Miss Lucinda
(Solution to previous puzzle)
grammar school will be held tonight lctte Webster and Norma MacDon
Rich,
County
Club
Agent.
Henie and Tyrne Power is that they
ald. Mr. and Mrs. Ira MacDonald
Miss Annie Rhodes, local leader, at Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell's.
EAST UNION
ere still very much interested in each
71
were re-instated.
S
K'N EP
Prize
winners
at
the
beano
party
announced
that
all
members,
had
other.
'EfoTMllSjL! I lp|s ■r C 1
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Bogle. Esten
Friday night were Elizabeth Mitchell,
completed
work
and
enrolled
for
next
What is the latest gossip? Did that
c1n!D|i|m1g1 Jait ck N D
Soule and Miss Ruth Deane of Lin
PORT CLYDE
midnight supper at a Beverly Hills year. Miss Rich gave each member Annie Dennison, Joseph Baum. Jr.,
Jo R A
n!
E
colnville passed a day tn Waterville
a booster pin.
j Merrill Wall and Myrtle Makinen.
cafe
mean
a
certain
pair
may
patch
T
Jm|o IS
recently.
Exhibits of canning, muffins, sew- ! Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pillsbury of
Rev. Herbert Elwell of Tenant's
things up?
pi i
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wellman
ing and cooking and housekeeping South Weymouth, Mass., who were Harbor occupied the pulpit at the
iPtlNj
were dinner guests Wednesday of Mr
notebooks were on display.
j at their Owl's Head cottage recently Advent Christian Church Sunday in
Je A T O N[
THORNDIKEVILLE
Miss Rich chose Ruth Norwood's' were callers Saturday at Charles the absence of the pastor, Rev. John
and Mrs. C. M. Payson. Mr. and Mrs
LnpcfpjE:!!.
| Holman.
Harvey Lunden of West Rockport
Mrs. Maurice Hill of Rockland is canning. Lois Nichols' sewing, Ver- 1 Peterson's.
AMR U N
|R:MHd
joined them for supper and the eve- j S jTj aWdi Sj_|D
hard
Merrifield
’
s
beans,
and
Rodney
I
1
----------------Mr. and Mrs. Theodore DavU and
visiting her sister Mrs. Stephen
l£AjR
ning was passed in playing cards,
1 PJ iGlsWO
daughter of Rockland visited Sunday
Norwood's
beans
to
be
exhibited
at
Gillette.
■n'e E
WEST ROCKPORT
with Mr. and Mrs. Forest Davis.
Edward Doughty, who has been in itbe county contest.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bushey of Au
s'e~e p[~
[aTdd s
gusta, Archie House. Emilie Brown
a CCC Camp at Suncook, N. H., has
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller, daugh Bert Simmons and son Bert of Teel's
of Waterville and Mrs. Estelle Pres” returned to the home of his grandters Dorothy and Arlene and Mr. and Island were home over the weekend.
Mr. end Mrs. Rodney Davis, Mr.
sey of Waterbury, Vt., were recent school in Bangor, following a week- parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Crabtree
Mrs. Charles Maxey of Glen Cove
visitors at the home of Nathan Hobbs.
at ber home.
and is now employed in Fossett's
called on friends Sunday in Blue and Mrs. Earl Davis. Miss Marjorie
The local Farm Bureau will be en store in Union.
Davis and Mrs. Rose Davis were in
Hill.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Fred Owen and Mr.
tertained tomorrow in Rockland by
Somerville. Mass., over the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Evander Wentworth
Mr. and Mrs. John Lane and son
Arthritis Victim Now
1 and Mrs. M. L. Beverage of Camden
the organization in that city.
to attend the wedding of Miss Page.
of
Hope
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
cf Littleton, N. H , were weekend
were guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs.
Active Again
Mrs. Ada Brennan has returned
Arrington of Appleton were recent
Many sufferers, crippled and ln guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gustave Lane
V. A. Torrey.
Waterproof truck covers and spray
from
a visit in Massachusetts.
agony
for
years,
by
Arthritis,
Sciatica.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Crabtree.
and other relatives in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton
Neuritis, and similar troubles caused
hoods made to order. Old covers
Mrs. Emma Smalley is in Long Cove
George Parker of Rockland was by over-acid conditions in the system,
William Vinal of Portland spent
have returned from an auto trip
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
finding RO-MARI their first re the weeekend with his mother Mrs. where she will spend the winter.
i through Canada, combining pleasure land Awning Co., 16 Willow St. • a business caller Friday in this vi are
lief from these painful ailments. The
Mrs. Donald Pendleton and daugh
cinity.
( and business in a delightful week's
experience of Mrs. Arthur Wade, 125 Emma Vinal. In company with Mrs. ter and mother. Mrs. Floyd .Conant,
Hawthorne
Way,
San
Jose,
Calif.,
is
Mrs. Annie Merrill of Morse’s Cor
leach and brother-in-law Henry
outing.
were Lincolnville visitors Sunday.
one of the many who write grate
ner, Thomaston spent a week re just
Beaver Camp closed today for the ,
ful letters after taking this new Brit Crawford he went Monday to St.
PATRONIZE YOUR
Charles Cushman is having an ad
Petersburg. Fla.
cently with Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mer ish formula. She says:
season.
dition built on his house.
"I am sending for two more bottles of
rill and attended Union Fair.
Mrs. Harvey Lunden will enter
Mrs. Addie Brooks, who passed sev
RO-MARI It has certainly done wonders for
Leo Hooper of Martinsville is paint
I will take one more bottle and have
tain the Tuesday Club this week.
George Merrill who died suddenly me.
eral weeks with her two sons In New
another on hand for use in case I should feel
ing the Damon Simmons residence.
it needful at any time. I have been in bed
Mrs.
Vernon
Packard
of
Port
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Hartley
Watts
of
York, returned home last night.
for 15 months. Just lifted to a wheel chair
2 or 3 hours a day. Now I am able to get
land. Miss Roberta Nutt of Nasson
East Union, with whom he had for
The V. A. Torrey home has been
about a little. I certainly give the credit for
improvement to RO-MARI."
College. Springvale and Miss Ber
boarded the past five years, was the myWhy
greatly improved by interior altera- ' Who is ready to serve you
endure stiffness, pain, sleep
youngest son of Edward and Lydia less nights, lessened activity? This re rice Nutt, a teacher at North Wool
tions.
365 days in the year
(Merrifield) who formerly lived in markable scientific prescription, de wich were weekend visitors at the
Roger Farris delivered papers Sun
veloped by a physician in Ireland and
this place.
Silsby’s Flower Shop
day in the absence of R. Holman Robused by eminent British doctors, may heme of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
help
you as it has helped others. For Robert Nutt.
TEL.
318-W
Work
is
progressing
on
the
State
■ bins, who is on vacation.
ROCKLAND road being built from Child’s Hill sale here exclusively by
I Miss Shirley Morton has resumed 371 MAIN ST.
Mrs. J. F. Heal entertained the
CHAS. W. SHELDON, CO.,
lOOtt
J her petition at the beauty culture |
Camden W C T IT. Tuesday.
through Sally Swamp.
444 Main St-, Rockland
t>
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Noah’s Ark Arrives

It Netted $151

Its Passengers Are Mainly Supper and Fair Given By
Wild

Animals

Page Five

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 12, 1937

Every-(5ther-Day

For

Methodist Ladies’ Aid At

the

Washington Zoo

STORY TELLING

North Waldoboro

Edltor °f The Courier-Gazette
Whether the summer-like evening,
intense advertising, widespread reputatlon of the culinary experts or dis
' Position to help a struggling society,
1 was responsible, the fact remains that
ing wings, legs and claws In their ,the lar^st «°wd ever supped recently
.
. ,u »t .<
i t
at MaPle Orange hall at the annual
fair put on by the Methodist Ladies
logical Park in Washington. D. C., i Aid. The sum realized from the sale
and are now on exhibition to the of supper tickets was $162. As chilhundreds of thousands of visitors , drens tickets were sold at half price
from every State in the Union, who at least 360 'Persons were fed, and
visit the park annually.
that does not lnclude the 30 waiters,
The Noah's Ark was the trim who' sorry *° hear, were obliged to
freighter Silverash. six weeks out i be content with a meagre portion,
of Singapore by way of Beliwan Deli.' However, it ls understood that every
Sumatra; Bombay. India, the Suez jticket holder was well satisfied, and
Canal; and the Mediterranean. It 1many expressions of commendation
carried to New York, after brief halts and Pralse were heard regarding the
at Halifax and Boston, the leaders i Quantity and quality. All the adand zoological collection of the | Jacent towns were represented; also
National Geographic Society-Smith- distant cities and towns.
The aggregate sum taken for sup
sonian Institution East Indies Ex
per and fair was $211; net .proceeds
pedition.
$151.05. Nearly everything in the fair
Ox Hearts and Strained Honey for . department was soid The profit from
Food
the candy counter was $23
Under the direction of Dr. William Larger sums were realized in past
Mann, director of the National Zoo- fairs of the society when such influologlcal Park of Washington, the ex-, ential and willing workers as Mrs.
pedition had been in the field nine James Storer and Miss Della Burnmonths, gathering together perhaps heimer and many others took a hand,
thr largest and most unusual assort now inactive by reason of sickness,
ment of wild life specimens that has old age, deaths, vacations and other
ever been brought to this country in causes. I remember that over $300
a single shipment. The National wjs realized one year, the larger part ,
Geographic Society, with its million coming from proceeds of the fair. But
members, financed the expedition things have changed. Divisions have
and the entire collection is being crept tn. and where a society is diturned over to Uncle Sam's Zoo. now vided that ls aiming for the same goal,
one of the most complete in the harder work must necessarily follow,
world.
I would not think for > moment to
Although Dr. Mann and his asso- deny any their rights under the conciates had many thrilling experiences stltution to follow the dictates of their
while obtaining their exotic cargo consciences in the "pursuit of happifci the Far East, the real saga of the ness"—a right I shall never forfeit,
trip was the erturn voyage of seven
W. R Walter,
weeks. To keep alive and in good
North Waldoboro, Oct. 11.
health the weird passenger list, which
ranged from giraffes and dragon J “dragon" lizard, seven feet long
lizards to small snakes and quail from Komodo.
constant hard work, untiring care
A geographical list of the animals
and ceaseless watching were needed and birds follows:
day and night. The thousand creaAustralia: Cassowary,
Banksian
tures ate tremendous quantities of cockatoos.
food, much of which had to be espe- i New Guinea: Tree kangaroos,
cially prepared.
i crowned pigeons, birds of paradise,
The ship left the Netherlands In bower bird; elcectus parrots, king
dies with more than a ton of bana parrot, vulturine parrot, black lories,
nas. many tons of hay. fresh grass. other lories, cassowaries, giant white
hundreds of dozens of eggs, many cockatoo.
pounds of frozen fish and meat and
Moluccas: Cassowary, lories, horna supply of such special viands as ox bill, ngagapodes (maloas). redhearts and strained honey. Never- crested
cockatoos , amethyestlne
theless it had to put into ports re python.
Komodo: Dragon lizard.
peatedly for fresh supplies. Some
Celebes: Lories, crested lizards,
animals had to be protected from
babirusa,
tropical heat; others from North anoa (pygmy buffalo)
Atlantic cold. At Port Sudan. Egypt, hornbills.
Java: Binturong. tantillus stork.
the temperature reached 117 degrees
Fahrenheit. Several monkeys and a giant squirrel, birds
Siam: Gibbons, crested lizards.)
bear had heat prostrations, but were
revived by liberal dousings of ice white squirrels, leopard, clouded leop- {
iard. king cobras.
water.
[ Malaya: Tapirs, barking deer,
Run Gantlet of “Pirate” Submarines
! mouse deer, black leopards.
Chilly weather during the Atlantic gumatra; Tapir, serow, hog badger.
crossing and at Halifax threatened
martins, otter, cats, wild dog, lutang.
the delicate giraffes whose cages were binturong,
squirrels,
pig-tailed
too large to permit moving them off macaques, lories, hornbills, parrots,
the exposed deck and into the hull bulbuls, fruit pigeons, monkeys, roulof the ship. This problem was fi
rouls.
nally solved by using high-powered
India: Leopards, gaur (wild cat
light bulbs and reflectors in their
tle), birds, cobras.
stalls.
Ceylon: Rock squirrel.
Added to natural hazards was the
Sudan: Giraffe, African buffalo,
menace of “pirate" submarine war
Shoebill, storks.
fare in the Mediterranean. One night
Egypt: Hedgehog, jerboa.
the Silverash was closely examined
China: Blue sheep, salamander,
under brilliant searchlights by an Chinese alligator.
unknown war vessel, but it was not
Borneo: Orang-utans, gavials.
molested. On another occasion it
Bali: Lories.
was warned by French radio of a
The members of the expedition, in
floating mine in its path, and made addition to Dr. Mann, were his wife,
a detour to avoid it.
who is a zoologist; Dr. Maynard
One of the most valuable of the Owen Williams, staff representative
animal newcomers is a serow. a of the National Geographic Society:
creature with the characteristics of and Malcolm Davis and Roy Jennier
both a goat and an antelope. He animal experts at the National Zoo- |
inhabits the mountains of Sumatra, logical Park. Dr. Williams remained j
the Netherlands Indies island on in the East Indies to make addi
which the expedition had its base.
tional photographic records of the
Strangest of the reptiles is a giant region in which the animals were

A modern Noah s Ark. loaded with
wild animals from the other side of
the world, has brought Its strange
and exciting cargo safely baok to the
united States. Some 1.000 birds.
beasts, and reptiles are now stretch-

SNAPSHOT GUIL

,

DIESEL TRAINING
A good course should Include not only
Diesel Engines but Mechanical Draw
ing. Machine Shop Practice and Welding.
We include all these subjects ln our Day.
Evening and Extension Courses. Inves
tigate—Compare If unable to call, phone
Com. 4210 or write
MASSACHUSETTS DIESEL INSTITUTE
88 St. Stephen Street
Boston. Mass
121-124

captured. Added to the expedition
personnel for the return voyage was
native of Borneo, Lyang Gaddi, col
lector of animals for scientific or
ganizations and guide for big game
hunters. Gaddi's present home is in
Bangkok, Siam.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Chester Duncan is visiting his par
Vinalhaven & Rockland
ents Mr. and IMrs. (George Duncan
in Winthrop, Mass., for a few days.
Steamboat Co.
Lexton Mank has employment in
ROCKLAND
Jefferson.
Guy Ames and Belle Sprague were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. MilEffective Sept. 16, 1937
ton Sprague in Winslow's Mills.
Service To:
Rev. Mrs. Ingler of the Church of
VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
the Nazarene went yesterday to
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT,
SWAN’S ISLAND, AND
Hartford. Conn., where she 'will at
FRENCHBORO
tend the joint Convention of the
FALL SCHEDULE
District Woman's Foreign Missionary
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Society. Mrs. Ingler ls district sec
A. M.
P- M. retary of the Woman’s Missionary
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.15 Society. She will be accompanied to
8.00 Arr. North Haven,
Lv. 3.25
7.00 Arr. Stonington,
Lv. 4.35 Providence by Miss Elsie Cunning
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island,
Arr. 5.10 ham who will spend some time in
Read Up
Read Down
that city and New Bedford, Mass.,
before returning.
VINALHAVEN LINE
A. M.
P-M. Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Mank of
9.20 Arr. Rockland,
Lv.2.15East Gardner, Mass., who have been
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Arr. 3.20 passing two weeks tn Union, returned
111-tf
home Sunday.

WALDOBORO

Test the Economy
of Fine Tea

Mrs. Fannie Leigh of Augusta has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary
G. Elkins.
Mrs. Ethel Lockery and Mrs. Chris
tine Cummings of Bath were recent
guests of Mrs. Lilia Blaney and Miss
Marcia Blaney.
SALAD A TEA meets every test of
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Newbegin are
passing a vacation at their former
fine quality, and because of its de
home in .Haverhill, Mass.
licious quality and full-bodied brew
George Carlton attended the game
Saturday at Bowdoin College and
you will find a package goes a sur
Sumner Hancock at the University
prisingly long way.
of Maine.
i
Solomon David has returned from
Boston.
Z
Miss Ida Lewis of Framingham.
Mass, is visiting relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller have
closed their summer home in Bremen
and returned to town.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston have
been in Boston a few days.
Mrs. Laura Fletcher of Arlington,
Mass, has been visiting Mrs. I. T.
Marple.
Mrs. Roy Beale, who was recently
at the home of Pricilla Creamer, has I
returned to Lynn, Mass.
(Funeral services lor Mrs. Delia
Welt were conducted Friday afternoon
420
at her home here. She is survived
|.
by heT husband, Justin A. Welt, a
son, Clarence of Seattle Wash, a
NORTH WARREN
overnight guest of Mabie Crawford dinner Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Ausdaughter, Mrs. Annie Wallbridge of
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kalloch re- recently.
tin Kalloch.
Gardiner; a brother Alonzo Willey; , cently entertained Mrs. Helen Smith
Mary Grade has been visiting Mrs.
Mrs. C. W Mank passed Wednesand two sisters. Mrs. Nancy Genthner I of Thomaston.
j Burleigh Mank for a few days.
day afternoon with Mrs. Alma Jameand Mrs. Martha Prior of Bremen.
Mrs. Laura Daniels of Union was1 Mrs. Nellie Orbeton was hostess at son.
Rev. C. Vaughan Overman, pastor
fzfzrajzjzRfzrzrer?? mzrajzjz/zjzrareJzrajwi
of the Baptist Church, officiated at
the services.
Germania Lodge, I. O. O. F.. has ,
recently
elected
these' officers: jj|
E Ashley Walter, N. G.; Laforest
I. Mank, V. G.; Clarence R. Benner,
recording secretary; Ralph J. Benner,
The call of the hungry
financial secretary; William F. Ken
three times a day . . .
nedy, treasurer; W. E. Benner, and
V. C. Weaver, trustees and W E.
every day in the week.
Benner, hall agent. Visiting members
This is a problem your
from Massachusetts and Wa-Ten
Nation-Wide Grocer can
were present. Lunch was served.
solve. Ho has an endless
Miss Mildred Brooks has been pass
supply of quality foods.
ing a vacation with her mother. Mrs
He’ll feed your family
Joseph Brooks and her sister, Mrs.
better.
Wendall Blanchard, in Whitinsville,
I Mass.

"SALADA"
TEA

New England’s favorite for nearly half-a-century

It’i the itory telling picture that carries real human Interest appeal

ALMOST all of ue have had the
experience of calling on friends
who persist ln getting out their col
lection ot snapshots and parading
them before the eyes of their de
fenseless guests.
Now please bear in mind that I
harbor no thoughts of thia practice
as being a breach of social etiquette.
On the contrary, I am for it. But—
there are many kinds and classes of
snapshots. There are, for instance,
the snapshots that are very good as
far as exposure, sharpness and com
position are concerned but with prac
tically no human interest appeal. We
can class these as record pictures.
Have you ever heard of story-tell
ing snapshots? I’ll wager that many
of you haven't. For that reason this
week's Snapshot Guild will be de
voted to story-telling pictures.
From the cradle to the grave we
hear stories — and like them. All
through our lives we retain our in
terest In story-illustrations. It ls this
appeal that takes us to the movies
and causes us to look through the
pages of daily newspapers and mag
azines for pictures that tell stoiies
of human activities.
When it comes to taking snap
shots, however, so many seem to for
get about story-telling subjects.
They pick up their cameras and just
shoot. There is a better way to take
pictures.
There Is a vast difference between

a close-up view of a person and a
story-telling picture. A close-up —
whether head-and-sboulder, threequarters or full length—is more or
less a record picture to show the im
age of the person photographed, but
it does not tell a story. You may take
a picture of Peggy standing looking
at the camera. A fine picture, no
doubt, bearing all the earmarks of
good photography properly exposed
and a good example of composition,
but still a record-type snapshot.
Let Peggy be pictured raking the
leaves and you have a story-telling
human interest snapshot. Today as
you're glancing through the news
paper, notice for yourself whether
record pictures of people looking at
the camera or story-telling pictures
of people doing things Interest and
please you more.
Before talcing a picture give it a
little thought and if it is to be a
snapshot of an individual, have him
doing something and not staring at
the camera, simulating a victim of
amnesia.
I don't want to seem to lecture but
I do want to impress upon you the
importance of giving serious thought
to your picture taking. If you will
keep this story-telling idea foremost
in your mind when you take your
next pictures, I am sure they will he
more interesting to you and your
friends.
John Van Guilder

UNION
All Legionnaires and ex-service men
i la Knox County are invited to a gettogether in Rockland Thursday night.
Supper will be served at 6.30.

Don't let gladiolus, canna or
dahlia roots remain out over night
after digging. The frost will do
them no good. Put them under cov
er to dry.

Plant annuals this fall for early
bloom next year. It is also’ a good
time to start the cutting garden.

Tender annuals can be started
this fall in a cold frame or protect
ed seedbed. This is also true of the
slow germinating perennials.
A dibber is a good tool for bulb
planting. Learn the knack of giving
it a swinging twist to make the
bottom of the hole round so the
bulbs will not be “hung” with air
space under them. You will get it
with a little practice.
A south wall is the best place to
plant your snowdrops. Put them
near a window, and you will wake
up some sunny February morning
and find them in bloom.

Spade the tulip beds early and
have the soil ready when the bulbs
arrive. Bad weather may set in.
which will make digging difficult,
and you will have to use speed to
get the bulbs in.

Lena Daggett
Committal services were held Sat
urday at Lake View Cemetery for
Lena Daggett who died Thursday in
Brockton, Mass. Rev. T. C. Chapman
of the Methodist Church officiated.
Mrs. Daggett was born Oct. 15.
1873 in this town, daughter of Elmer
and Nellie M. Messer. She attend
ed the schools here and later taught
i for a time. After going to Brockton,
Mass., she was a saleslady in one of
I the department stores for a long
period. During the past few years
i she had operated a rooming house,
Early in July Mrs. Daggett was
taken to a hospital where she rei mained a patient for six weeks, after
which time she had been carc-d for
. at the home of Mrs. Ida Hutchins.
She is survived by a daughter. Mrs.
Raymond Jones of South Hope; a
brother Rodnty of Union; a sister,
Mrs. Colby Post of Rockland; also
many friends in Brockton and this
town.

Methodist Church Notes
The Brotherhood issues a general
Rake bulb beds level after they ’ invitation to the musical program next
are planted so there will be no Friday night when Stafford Congdepressions to collect water.
don will give a recital on the Ham
Dig two spades' depths down in mond Organ brought from Rockland
preparing a bed for lilies which : especially for this occasion. Roger
must be planted deep, particular
I Teague of Warren is the guest solo
ly the stem rooting types.
ist. Tickets for the supper at 6.30
Narcissi like to grow among the are in the hands of the committee.
roots of other plants. For this rea
son they flourish excellently tucked The concert will be given in the audi
in among perennials ii»the garden, torium at 8 o'clock.
or at the base of the shrubbery bor
The annual meeting of the Wom
der.
an's Missionary Society will be held
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Sadie
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas Burgess. Mrs. Olive Burgess co-op
cf all kinds. Power machir.: stitch erating as hostess. Officers will be
ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn elected. On the same date the
ing Co.. 16 Willow St.
Church Night program will begin ln
the vestry at 7 o'clock. Seventeen
attended last Thursdaj- night, and
six additional books for the study
course have been ordered.
The topic for the morning sermon
| Sunday will be “The Local Church
Now science brings immediate oppor | and World Vision.” Mr. Congdon
tunity to lose the ageing look that .will be organist, using the Hammond
pounds of excess flesh gives you. You
no longer need look, feel and act like Organ. The evening topic will be
40. but can become young in figure, “One Road. Two Directions.”
feeling and appearance.
This opportunity is offered you by
WE BUY
prescription that is used throughout
the world by the medical profession
now offered to the public. A prescrip
AND SILVER
tion absolutely safe, and guaranteed
you will lose weight immediately, or CLARENCE E. DANIELS
your money refunded. Try the new
JEWELER
SELF formula with the money back 370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
guarantee at C H. Moor & Co.

WASHINGTON
High School Notes
, School opened Sept. 13 with Mr
Humphrey, principal, and Miss Lin
coln, assistant.
There Is an especially good enroll
ment this year. Freshmen are. Delia
Bartlett, Mary Black. Victor Bowman,
Dorothy Cooley, Blanche Creamer,
Gerald Hibbert, Malcolm Johnston.
Norman Jones, Ruth Linscott. Rayqbelle Ripley, Sulo Sainio. Gordon
Sidelinger, Orville Swett, Wilfred Tur
ner and Harriet Wellman.
Class officers have been elected thus:
Freshman—President. Oerald Hibbertvice president. Orville Swett isecretarytreasurer. Dorothy Cooley. Sopho
more-President, Dora Whittier; vice
president, Elden Bartlett; secretarytreasurer. Marguerite Jones. Junior
—President. Kenneth Austin; vice
president. Lucille Nash; secretarytreasurer. Anna Sukeforth. SeniorPresident. Elden Maddocks; vice
president. Douglas Grinnell; secre
tary-treasurer. Mildred Turner.
The freshman reception was held at
Light's Pavilion. After the sophomores concluded their Initiation cere-1
monies a dance followed with music |
by overlock's Orchestra. A large
crowd was in attendance,
GOC ,oirLs. outing Club)
elected as officers at Its first meeting
of tbe year: president. Eleanor Suke[Ortb; vice president. Margaret Llnjoott; secretary-treasurer, 6irkka |
jjyllynen. The constitution of the club
was read and p|ans made fOr a welnle
i roast

The school library has been consid
erably increased by the addition of
several reference books. These books
were much needed and are greatly ap
preciated.
Town meting was held in the Prob- |
lems of Democracy class recently.
Much enthusiasm was shown in elect
ing officers and in appropriating
money.
A program dealing with fire pre
vention! was held during an assembly
meeting Friday. Kenneth Austin
was chairman.
So soon, Mr. Turner, a representa
tive of the Wilson Photography Co.
has visited school. Proofs are ex
pected any day now, to say nothing
of bills for broken lenses.
Parents and citizens are cordially
Invited to visit school. Last year
there were many visitors and it is
hoped that this year the list may be
more representative.

STEPHEN'S

la iouraine

FACCCC
UL/rrtC.

you may at well
have Ihe best

QUAKER

LGE
PKG

ROLLED OATS QSi‘
PILLSBURY'S

2

PANCAKE FLOUR

pkgs

GOLDEN GLOW

PANCAKE SYRUP 2”»25c
STALEY'S

CORN

CREAM

STARCH
1 LB PKG

GOLDFLAKE

1 LB
JAR

PEANUT BUTTER

10c

lighi meai

TUNA FISH

CAN

NATION-WIDE

STALEYS

CUBE

STARCH

1 LB PKG

10«

.

.

SARDINES

CANS

SEIDNER'S

SANDWICH SPREAD ?a°rz 17
HORMEL

SPICED HAM

.

iiHtnuMutiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaaiuiNii

Junshine

DOW______________

CON-I-SUR

CORNED BEEF

.

.

12 OZ
CAN

.

.

QUARI
JAR

Cnglish Style (rookie Sandwiches
MAAE DESSERTS TASTE BETTER

I7

*A

tt

SWEE1 MIXED—VALLEY

PICKLES

.

.

EAGLE

CONDENSED MILK

CAN

DOMINO—XXXX
7X«^[fnillllllHIIIIIIIWMIIIIIU

1 LB
PKGS

CONFECTIONERY SUGAR

NATION-WIDE

OVEN BAKED BEANS

Pee—Yellow Eye
Red Kidney

SPLENDID FANCY SWEET SIFTED PEAS

i IALL
, CANS

29c

NO 2
CAN

17c

SNIDER'S FANCY TOMATO CATSUP lo? 15c

2

pkgs

H-O OATS
FOR

27c

BOY-AR-DEE

GRATED CHEESE

SHAKER

.

can

yc

PKGS

17c

.

NO V/2
CAN

4iyc
A

.

A
X

.

6 OZ
CAN

NATION-WIDE

CHOCOLATE PUDDING :3

SPINACH
GROUND

NUTMEG

.

.

WORCESTER

FRE-FLO SALT
FOOD BEVERAGE

2ca°ns19c

The Morning AfterTaking
Carters Little Liver Pills

1 LB
CAN

■

SANTA CRUZ

GOLD

12OZ
CANS

ORANGE JUICE . !

1 REGULAR SIZE PACKAGE PRESTO
CAKE FLOUR FREE

FAT FORTY
BECOMES SUM 20

OLD

OCTOBER 11-16

OVALTINE

SERVICE

.

1’zzLBQ
PKGS yc

g
JjC

GROCERS
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THOMASTON
Mrs. Sarah F. Cook is seriously ill
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. May
nard Spear.

Mrs. Harriet P. Whitney enter
tained at dinner Friday, her cousins.
Lt. Col. Kenneth P. Lord of Fort
Hamilton. Brooklyn, N. Y„ Fred
Waldo of Port Clyde, and Donald
Stackpole.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard O. Elliot
Went yesterday to Marblehead and
Boston. During their visit. Mr. El
liot will attend the National Conven
tion of the American Bankers Asso
ciation.
Miss Alice Monaghan and Joseph
Cross of Portland were recent over
night guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George E. Cross, returning Sat
urday. both having employment at
the Congress Square Hotel.
I Mrs. Alden G. Merrifield left yes
terday for a weeks visit with her
daughter Mrs. Frederick Randlett in
East Milton and her son. Percy G.
Merrifield in Somerville. Mass. Her
niece. Mrs. [Fred iNord. of Cushing,
and Mrs. Walter Eugley of East Milton. who had been visiting friends
in Rockland, accompanied her.
Jeanette Linscott was enrolled as a
tenderfoot at Friday night's meeting
bf Pine Cone Troop. Girl Scouts.

transportation and this courtesy is j
much appreciated. Mrs. Roes and
Mrs. Crie accompanied the group,
with Forest Young driving the
Elliot car.
Mrs. Blaine Thompson and daugh
ter Elaine returned Sunday from
Oakland after a few days' visit with
her parents.
‘ Montpelier" was open Friday aft
ernoon to those who came to Camden
to attend the fall conference of the
National Council and annual meeting
cf the North Atlantic Region of Gar
den Clubs. Hostesses were Mrs. Anne
F. Snow, of Rockland. President of \
the Knox Memorial Association, and
Mrs. J. Edward Elliot. Mrs. Lawrence
H. Dunn. Mrs. William T. Flint, Mrs
Eliza Carleton and Miss Jessie Craw
ford, representing the local Garden
Club.
Mrs. F. H. Jealous, who has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lionel F
Jealous for a week, returned today
to Brookline. Mass.
Postmaster and Mrs. Donald P
George and son Payson, have re
turned home from a two days' motor
trip through the Mountains.
The Friendly Club will hold a
cooked food sale in Lindsey's store,
Friday at 1.30. On the committee are j
Mrs. Elmer R. Biggers and Mrs. Eve
lyn Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Barry who
were weekend guests of his mother.
Mrs. Ellen Barry, returned Sunday
tc Bucksport.
* * « ♦

As a result of the play at the Con
tract Club Friday afternoon Mrs.
Harold F. Dana was assigned high
Raymond Young, who has been
est honors, and Mrs. Charles E.
Shorey, second. The next meeting employed on the yacht Noparo and
of the club will be with Mrs. Lee W. | was to have sailed for South Ameri
Walker Friday afternoon, at her can ports Sunday, arrived here Sat- ;
urday and is at his home at Pleasant
Dunn street home.
Among those who attended the Point, Cushing, his change in plans
banquet for the directors and ad becoming necessary on account of ill
visory board of the Knox County health.
Fish and Game Association, in War
Charles Perry, vacationing from1
ren Friday night, were Richard O his work in Lawrencf. Mass., was a
Elliot. Arthur MacDonald. Albert B caller Sunday on friends here.
Elliot and J. Warren Everett.
Mrs Florence P. Oxton and daugh
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown of ters. Misses Priscilla Oxton and
Portland were weekend guests of Muriel Oxton and Mr. and Mrs. Al
their niece. Miss Margaret Jordan fred R. Hoxie, all of Everett. Mass.,
and her father Frank H. Jordan.
were recent guests of Dr. E. R. Moss
Pine Cone Troop. Girl Scouts was at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wen
well represented in Lewiston Satur dell Barlowe.
day, when the Auburn-Lewiston
Edward Thurston. Earl Maxey Jr.,
Council entertained Scouts from all
i and Lewis Tabbutt bicycled Sunday
over the State. The girls who went
to Boothbay Harbor, covering the
from this town were Misses Jane R.
distance of KXT miles round trip in
Miller. Virginia Roes Harriet Tillson.
eight hours.
Marjorie Woodcock. Marie Clark.
Mrs. L. Bliss Gillchrest returned
Ruth Butler, Estelle Moore. Leona
Frisbee. Maxine Mitchell, Priscilla home Saturday after a visit with
Hastings. Florine Burnham. Jean friends in New York city
The meeting of the Parent-Teachers
Crie Jeannette Linscott. Phyllis Hall
and Audrey Simmons. Mrs. Kenneth Association scheduled for Thursday
Roes. Mrs. Oscar Crie and Mrs. Rich- night has been indefinitely postponed.
St. John’s Church Auxiliary wil! ’
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Ifemy are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth provide a supper at the parish hall;
of a daughter. Friday, at their home Wednesday at 6 o'clock.
Williams-Brazier Post Auxiliary
cn the Meadow road.
ard O. Elliot contributed cars for ' meet| Friday at 7.30.

NOTICE TO CORN GROWERS

Vicks Va-tro-nol—is expressly
designed for the nose and upper
throat, where most colds begin
—and grow. Used in time—at the
first sneeze or sniffle or irritation
the nose—it helps to prevent
many colds, or to throw off head
colds in their early stages. Even
when your head is all clogged up
from a cold, Va-tro-nol bring
comforting relief— lets you ♦real
again!

Vicks

Va-tro-nol

THE RUBINSTEIN PROGRAMS
The Rubinstein Club has embarked upon another successful season, its
affairs vested in the following executive board: Mis. Strout, president; Mrs.
Ruth Collemer. vice president; Miss Margaret Simmons, secretary; Miss
Katherine Keating, treasurer; Mrs. Faith Berry, choral director; Mrs. Nettie
Averill, accompanist; Mrs. Dcra Bird, chairman of current events; Mrs. Lydia
Storer and Mrs. Kathleen O'Hara.
Following are the programs for the balance of the season:

October 22
District Meeting
Chairmen. Faith Berry and Dora Bird, District Officers.
Ensembles from Oardiner. Augusta and Waterville.
Two pianos. Nettie Averill, Faith Berry. Charlotte Hop
kins and Gertrude Parker. Piano, Ruth Dondis. Vocai
Helen Wentworth, Ruth Hoch, Beulah Ames.

November 5
The Carolinas. Negro Themes
Chairman. Kathleen Fuller. Piano duo. Nathalie Snow.
Prances McLoon. Piano. Edna Rollins. Vocal. Hazel
Eaton, Bernice Wolcott. Lydia Storer. Hazel Atwood.
Eva Greene. Trio. Katherine Veazie. Adelaide Lowe.
Nettie Frost. Group. Mildred Havener. Margaret Sim
mons. Lorna Pendleton, Grace Sirout. Vivian Hewett.
Mary Lawry, Lydia Storer, Muriel Crie, Marjorie
Glidden.,
November 19
Guest Evening
Oklahoma. Indian Themes
Chairman. Dora Bird. P;ano duo. Margaret Stahl,
Gertrude Parker. Piano, Ruth Collemer, Clemice
Preston. Vocal. Agnes Witham, Nettie Frost, Lillian
Joyce. Cantata, Hiawatha's Wedding Feast, by Coler
idge-Taylor.
December 3
Minnesota. Scandinavian School
Chairman. Jrene Walker. Piano, duo. Esther Rogers.
Kathleen O Hara. Piano. Laura Meserve, guest. Kath
leen OHara. Maybelie Strong. Vocal, Lydia Storer.
Eva Greene. Hazel Eaton. Mildred Havener, Dorothy
Harvey. Faith Brown.
December 17
New Hampshire. American School
Chairman, Elsa Constantine. Two pianos. Faith Berry,
Katherine Keating. Mabel Lamb, Margaret Stahl.
Piano, Edna Rollins. Vocal, Ruth Hoch, Beulah Ames.
Marjorie Glidden, Carleen Nutt, Bernice Wolcott.
Hazel Atwood. Lydia Storer.

December 2!
Pennsylvania. German School
Coffee at Eleven A. M.
Chairman. Ruth Collemer. Piano duo. Kathleen
O'Hara, Esther Rogers.
Piano, Dorothy Lawry.
Vocal, Nettie Frost. Mary Lawry, Mildred Havener.
January 14
California, Modern School
Chairman, Helen Wentworth. Piano. Edna Rollins.
Kathleen O Hara. Nathalie Snow. Vocal. Eva Greene.
Hazel Atwcod, Bernice Wolcott, Beulah Ames, Mar
jorie Glidden, Lydia Storer.
January 28
New Mexico, Spanish School
Chairman. Grace Strout.
Two pianos, Margraet
Stahl. Mabel Lamb. Frances McLoon, Nathalie Snow.
Piano, Ruth Dondis, Clemice Preston. Vocal, Mildred
Havener. Hazel Eaton, Faith Brown. Marianne Bullard.
Margaret Simmons, Carleen Nutt, Dorothy Harvey.
Dancer. Barbara Derry, guest.

February 11
New York, Metropolitan Opera
Chairman, Blanche Morton. Two pianos. Nathalie
Snow, Frances McLoon, Esther Rogers, Margaret
Stahl. Two pianos, Elsa Constantine. Katherine Keat
ing, Mabel Lamb. Margaret Stahl. Piano. Ruth Collemer. Vocal. Helen Wentworth, Lillian Joyce, Gladys
Grant. Beulah Ames. Duet. Ruth Hoch. Dorothy Har
vey. Group, Lorna Pendleton, Marjorie Glidden
Muriel Crie, Mildred Havener, Gladys Grant, Mar
garet Simmons, Vivian Hewett, Mary Lawry.

ONLY a few days remain to buy your
EASY Washer or Ironer at 1937’s low
price, for in another week or two they
advance on all models.

Try the EASY in your home and see
how gentle yet thorough the washing
action is in top, middle, as well as bot~
tom of tub. This big tub washes moro
pounds of clothes per load—saves on
soap and hot water. Phone for a free
demonstration.

■

WASHER

CENTRAM^MAINE
POWERxCOMPAMY

I

__

Every-Other-Day
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February 25
Guest Evening
Chairman, Margaret Simmons. Two pianos, Faith
Berry, Nettie Averill, Charlotte Hopkins, Gertrude
Parker.
Piano, Maybelle Strong, Ruth Sanborn,
Kathleen O'Hara. Violin, Bertha Luce. Vocal, Lotte
McLaughlin, Lydia Storer. Trio, Katherine Veazie,
*delalde Lowe, Nettie Frost.
•

March 11
New Jersey
Chairman, Ruth Sanborn. Piano duo, Clemice Preston,
Gertrude Parker. Piano. Maybelle Strong, Ruth Don
dis. Vocal, Faith Brown, Marianne Bullard, Mary
Lawry. Duct, Gladys Grant, Ruth Hoch. Musical
reading, Blanche Morton.
March 25
Massachusetts—Hymnology
Chairman. Alice Erskine. Two pianos, Mabel Lamb,
Margaret Stahl. Nathalie Snow, Frances McLoon.
Violincel’o, Margaret Bromley, guest. Vocal, Agnes
Witham, Blanche Morton, Adelaide Lcwe, Katherine
Veazie, Vivian Hewett. Duet, Margaret Simmons,
Gladys Grant. Trio,' Mildred Havener, Marjorie Glid
den. Muriel Crie. Trio, Katherine Veazie, Adelaide
Lowe, Nettie Frost.

April 8
Guest Evening
Chairman, Vivian Hewett. Two pianos, Nettie Averill.
Faith Berry, Charlotte Hopkins, Gertrude Parker.
Violin and piano. Bertha Luce, Ruth Sanborn. Piano.
Ruth Dondis, Clemice Preston. Vocal, Helen Went
worth, Margaret Simmons. Marianne Bullard, Nettie
Frost.

Regulation Promulgated by the Commissioner of Agriculture Under Authority
cf St ticn 16 of Chapter 43 of the Revised Statutes and
Chapter 45 cf the,Public Laws of 1935
Pursuant to the authority granted me by Chapter 43, Section 16. Revised
Statutes of 1939. I hereby designate the following districts as being known or
. .ripected of being infested with the European com borer, to wit; All of York.
Cumberland. Oxford Androscoggin. Sagadahoc. Lincoln. Kennebec. Knox and
Waldo Counties cr any cf the following towns in Franklin County—Jay.
Chesterville. New Sharon, Wilton. Farmington. Industry. New Vineyard,
Strong. Temple, Carthage. Weld, Avon. Perkins Plantation. Washington
Plantation or any of the following towns ln Somerset County—-Detroit. Pitts
field. Canaan. Skowhegan. Norridgewock. Smithfield, Mercer. Starks. Fairfield. Palmyra. St. Albans. Hartland, Cornville. Madison, Anson. Ripley. Harmeny. Cambridge. Athens. Solon Embden. New Portland or any- of the foi
lowing towns in Piscataquis County—Parkman. Sangerville. Dover-Foxcroft
Atkinscn. Orntville-cr any cf the following towns ln Penobscot County—
Hampden. Newburgh. Dixmont. Plymouth. Etna. Carmel, Hermon. Bangor,
Veazie. Orono. Old Town. Glenburn. Kenduskeag. Levant. Stetson, Newport.
Corinna. Exeter. Corinth. Hudson, Bradford. Charleston, Garland and Dexter.
"Any person growing corn of any kind or other vegetation subject to in
festation by the European corn borer shall, not later than November first in
the year in which said com or other vegetation Is grown, plow the land on
which said corn or ether vegetation was grown in a manner which shall be
satisfactory to the said commissioner of agriculture or his duly authorized
agents, or shall pull up said stubble and destroy It by burning. Any person
who uses ccrn stalks 33 fodder und who stores them for that purpose shall
feed cr destroy all such corn«talks not later than the tenth day cf April in
the year following that in which the said corn shall have been grown.
Section 17. Penalty. Whoever violates any quarantine regulations estab
lished by the commissioner of agriculture under section fifteen and whoever
neglects or refuses to comply with the requirements of section sixteen shall
be punished by a fine of not less than ten dollars, nor more than fifty dollars.
Municipal courts and trial Justices shall have original jurisdiction concurrent
with the superior court of actions brought for the recovery of penalties im
posed by this chapter and of prosecutions for violations hereof."
The above regulation shall become effective September 28. 1936. and is
hereby adopted and I have today signed the same with my hand and affixed
the Seal of the Depaitment oi Agriculture.
F P WASHBURN.
Commissioner of Agriculture State of Maine.
Augusta. Maine.
September 17, 1937.

In Everybody’s Column

LOST AND FOUND

Advertisement! tn this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time , I OX TERRIER lost, black and white
10 cents for three times. Six small words 825 reward for Information. GOODWIN
GRANT. Isle au Haut.__________ 122*127
t^aline
‘"""MALE Beagle Hound, lost Thursday;
;~
black, brown, white Reward. DAVID
K*•*
HODGKINS 3 Camden St . Tel. 224-J
j »
122*124
TIGER STRIPED kitten found, Inquire THE COURIER-OAZETTE.
122*lt
MAN WANTED to act as direct repre
BUNDLE containing pair of blue kid
sentative for reliable Nursery Arm All shoes
lost Oct. 1 In Gregory's Clothing
fruit trees, roses, etc., completely guar
Please return to GREO°"
anteed
Investment or experience un Store.
120*122
necessary Pay weekly, CONNECTICUT
VALLEY NUSERIES. Manchester, Conn
122‘lt
PATIENTS cared for at Rest Haven
Convalescent Home. 105 Llmerock St..
Tel 1293 EVA AMES
122*124
BOOKS of all descriptions bought by
private collector. Wtll pay 810 to 850 for
AN OPPORTUNITY—house and build
"Health and Science" by Mary Baker
Eddy; will pay 810 to 850 for ' Robinson ings with 7 acres of land on Highland
street.
Rockland Fine location, price
Crusoe;" will buy up libraries. Write to
HAROLD FISHER. 6 Talbot Ave Will right for prompt sale. F L WEEKS.
call to see you
____
122-124 Tel. 62-W. City.__________________ 122-124

.

WANTED
-- -- -- -- -- -

<
«

FOR SALE

FINNISH MAID for general housework
wanted: to go home nights. MRS A
W FOSS, 11 Beech St.
122-124
I WANT to rent a beer parlor or small
place suitable for one
Address "B."
care The Courier-Gazette
122-124
MIDDLE-AGE woman wants house120*122
keeping position. TEL 837-2.
APPRENTICE wanted at Vogue Beauty
Shoppe. Call evenings after 7, 84 PARK
ST
119-W
GOBLETS. wine glasses, tumblers and
glass dishes wanted. 50 years old; colored
glass lamps and old dolls. P. O BOX
725. Rockland
120*122
WANTED; Women of Personality and
refinement over 25 Car preferred but
not essential; for Rockland. Camden and
surrounding towns
Itervlew can be
iM*
arranged Address STATE ORGANIZER
121*123
P O. Box 143. Westbrook
POSITION as housekeeper, wanted,
neat, capable and good cook. Best of
references. E B. DODGE. Gen Del .
Rockland.
121*123
ONE HALF ton A-M Ford wanted; also
tractor and heater
Will trade—stock
and rifles CHARLES ERICKSON War
ren. Box 9. No 1.
122-124
WILL buy cottage priced about 8500

TWO STOVES for sale, mahogany
buffet, two radios, chair, electric stove
289 Broadway. Tel. 539-J
122-124
FIlTL'b hard wood for sale Green
mountain potatoes 50c bu : Northern
Spies apples 75c. turnips 60e 85 orders
delivered. WILBERT A. MANK. Waldo
boro. Me
122*124
GOOD HORSE for sale at a bargain.
Fine looker, gentle, fearless, nice driv
ing horse, wt. 1.000 Had record of 2 12
as 2 yr. old Also harnesses, rubber tired
buggy, wagon etc. E E. THORNntKP
Tel 2192. Rockport.____________ 122-124

DARK loam and gravel for sale W M
ANDERSON, West Meadow Rd. Tel 23-W
122*124

YORK oil burner for sale with 275 gal.
, tank Price for quick sale 870 MRS E.
IB SLEEPER. 239 Cedar St., Tel 36
122*124

TRAILER with trailer hitch tor sale,
bed roll cover; one 5-foot maple paddle
and 3-foot maple paddle. MRS DICK.
67 Waldo Ave.. Tel. 63-W
120-122
U S L. electric welder for sale: oxweld
cutting and welding torch with hose,
gauges and tips; pedestal grinder ar.d
motor; 2-peddle grindstones
MRS
DICK. 67 Waldo Ave.. Tel 63-W
_________________________________ 120-122
GUERNSEY cow and calf for sale;
also grade cow and calf and one horse;
Winchester rifle
W L. MERRIAM.
Union. Me
120-122
RUBY Crescent. 22-lnch steel pipe fur
nace. for sale, registers, pipe, etc . prac
tically new Apply 64 SUMMER ST.
City.
118-tf
TRACTOR
for
sale.
BICKNELL
MFO CO. Tel 360
121-123
BABY PEN for sale; also scales, crib,
Whitney coach, bathlnette. single 3-foot
bed. Inner coll, spring mattress ;Fowler
2-burner oil burner for kitchen range
May be seen at 4 Lawrence Avenue.
Thomaston. TEL 186-3
120*122
I THE ATWOOD LEVENSALER Property.
23 Knox street, Thomaston, for sale.
fliS* 'ea’onabie. Apply to p. d. elUOT. Thomaston.
ns-tf
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
paper, etc Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
at this OFFICE.
113-tf
HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD. Tenants
Harbor village, for sale. 9-room house,
Ane condition, lights, bath, living spring
ln cellar Large lot. shade trees, etc.
Price attractive.
GRANVILLE BACHELDER. Tel. 18-12, Tenant's Harbor.
118-tf

more. Virginia Moody gave a vocal
solo, her accompanist,
Christine
Mrs. Ann O'Brien and Mr. and Mrs. Jones; vocal trio. Christine Jones.
Walter O'Brien of Oyster River are Ruth Starrett and Madeleine Hasspending the winter in Rockland with kell; accordion selections, Theodore TEL Rockltnd 1163__________ 122-121
g. .jj
WOULD like a rabbit hound not over
Mrs Merle Davis.
2 years old, State price. Male ^log.
JOSEPH
HUTCHINSON. Vinalhaven. Me
Miss Tena MacCallum is a patient
A stated meeting of Ivy Chapter.
Box 121.________________________ 121*123
at
the
Deaconess
Hospital,
Brook

O.EB. will be held Friday night.
SINGLE house wanted to rent, flve or
six rooms with bath and furnace Write
Mrs. Hattie Moody of South Wind line. Mass.
A W.. care The Courier-Gazette
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Moody have
120*122
sor was overnight guest Saturday of
Mr. and Mrs. P D. Starrett Accom moved from South Union to the
panied by Mrs. Laura Starrett and Ralph Spear place.
McKINNON-PAGE
Mrs. Edna Nash entertained at a
granddaughter Joan Maxey. Mrs
Moody Motored to Creseent Beach tea Friday afternoon. Mrs. Ella CunA gorgeous autumn morning prot here the three joined a group for "*r'gha"1' ^lss Edna p Boggs Mrs vided a perfect setting for the Mcsupper at the George St. Clair cot- p’ora Peabody. Mrs. Gertrude Rowe
Kinnon-Page wedding. A group of
and Miss Grace Lawrence.
■
* ■
t.\ge.
I Mr and Mrs Leland Philbrook and close friends and relatives gathered
Miss Eleanor Goodwin passed the
,, “
Pa Philbrook and
„ ,
, .
wtekend in Kennebunkport with her
' Vaughan and Warren were in the elm-shaded Grace Episcopal of
parents. Mr. and Mrs. George Good- '®'ernight guests Sunday of friends in Medford, Mass, at high noon Saturwin.
t-nceboro.
>
; day when Doris Louise Page became
The Women's Mission Circle will
Janet Wade has enrolled^ as m£et at the MontgOmery rooms Wed- the bride °f WaIter T McKlnnon of
student at the Ballard Business Col r.esday afternoon for White Cross Quinc>’lege in Rockport.
work. A picnic supper will be served
The bride was effectively gowned in
The Congregational Ladles' Circle at 6 o'clock to which the officers and American beauty velvet with hat and
will serve supper Thursday. The teachers of the Baptist Church school face veil
match, and carried a j
(emmittee members are Mrs. Edna are invited. Following the prayer bouquet of golden chrysanthemums ”
4
Mocre, Mrs. Ruth Philbrook, Mrs. meeting, Workers Conference will be wltb loops of yellow satin. A charm- ' J
I
Ruby Kalloch, Mrs. Alzada Simmons held.
mg counterpart of the bride was her 1
and Mrs. Christine Barker
All Legionnaires and ex-service men bridesmaid. Miss Marie Budreau of *
furnished five-room house, to
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Spear of in Kncx County are Invited to attend Winthrop. Mass , who wore a gown of let.COZY,
on Spruce Head Island, suitable for
Brookline. Mass, were
weekend a get-together ln Rockland Hhursday similar style and cut of sapphire summer cottage or year-round dwelling;
rent very leasonable. TEL Rockland
guests of Forrest Spear in this town, night. Supper will be served at 6.30. velvet with self-toned accessories and 793-W
after 4 p m._______________ 106-tf
and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barker in
a bouquet of bronze and flame chrys- ' Furnished apartment tc let. at 25
Main St
ELMER C DAVIS 375
j South Union.
anthemums looped with electric blue North
Main 8t.. Tel. 77
122*124
Odd Fellows Installation
i Several from here attended the
satin.
A
delightful
touch
was
added
i-------- *• ——»------- -------- ------------------FOR WINTER house of 7 rooms and
| Bcwdoin-Wesleyan football
game
Officers were installed at Warren when it became known that the bride bath to let Hot water heat ah modem
Saturday in Brunswick. They were Lodge of Odd Fellows. Friday night and her attendant had enjoyed an 156 11MEROCK 8T- Tel 153-M. 122-124
FIVE-ROOM furnished apartment, to
rt 14 rt m Gay.
X-" r. a • Alfred
A 1 f— rt Z-J Wyllie,
TE7«.ll«rt Sumner
c«• ma m '
1
----.....
' ALT
Walter
hy Emerson W Perkins, district dep- unbroken friendship since their 'earli- kt. MRS PERLEY MILLER. Tel. 605-W.
20
So Main St
122-124
, Leadbetter. Miss Winona Robinson, uty. assisted by Edwin Gammon of 1 Mt kindergar«n da*s'
ROOMS to let. with or without board,
Miss Sisko Lehto. Miss Catherine
Mrs. Cora Page the bride's mother, MKS DICK. 67 Waldo Ave.. Tel 63-W
J Thompson. Roger Teague. Miss Ma- lb^s town, Clarence Benner, William wore royal blue velvet with corsage ____ ____________________________ 120-122
HEATED rooms to let KINGSBURY
r on Wallace. Vernal Wallace, 'Miss , Kennedy, George Greenleaf and of saffron roses and Mrs. Matilda McHOTEL. 12 Myrtle St . City.
120*122
Phyllis Perry. Curtis Telman. Stan- Charles Bowers of Waldoboro and i Kinnon. the mother of the groom,
APARTMENT to let corner Main and
ley Robinson. Russell Smith, Jasper WUUam Russell of Hartland and thls chose a nut brown velvet which Warren Sts. hot water heat with oil
burner, bath, garage, all for 820 per
, Spear. Harlan Spear, G. Albert As
i blended happily with talisman roses. month C A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut
place.
121-tf
' pey and Abbott Spear of Brookline,
The best man was Robert Mac St . Tel. 986-J
Noble grand is Charles Overlock;
RESTAURANT to let. fullv equipped.
; Mass.
Kinnon. a brother of the groom. The 85 week V F. STUDLEY. 23 Main St
Mrs Emily Hodgkins of North vice grand. George Buck; recording ushers were Arthur Snow, a business or 77 Park St. Tel 1154 or 230.
122-tf
I Waldoboro who has been spending a secretary, Emerson W. Perkins; fi associate of the groom; and Milton
TWO furnished apartments, to let at
Union St MRS E. H. ROSE
. few days at her former home here nancial secretary. Percy R. Bowley; Chadwick a cousin of the bride. 100
___ _____ _______________________ 121*123
j lecently visited friends in Thom treasurer, Charles Young; first trus Miss Page was given in marriage by
FURNISHED apartment to let In
tee, E. O. Perkins, second trustee.
3 or 5 rooms, sunny, easily
aston. .
her brother, William D. Page and Thomaston.
heated, private bath. Call at 19 GREEN
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Boggs of Joseph Robbins; third trustee. Ed the ceremony was performed by Rev. ST.
121*123
! Marlboro. Mass., passed the week- win E. Gammon; warden, Maurice Angus Dunn of Cambridge, who used
second floor flat to let,
°
.
furnished,
adults
only
82
Llmerock
St.
[ enG with Mr. and Mrs. Parker Mc- Cunningham; conductor, and right the single ring service.
LILLIAN BICKNELL.
121*123
scene
supporter
to
be
installed
later;
! Kellar and Miss Edna F. Boggs.
As the bridal party emerged from ' furnished apartment to iet an
.
.
. .
1 modern, hot water heat. FLOYD L.
Two candidates will be initiated chaplain. E. O. Perkins; left scene ,,
the church they were greeted cor- shaw 47 No. Main st.
listr
Wednesday by E. A. Starrett Aux- supporter, Edwin Kenrick; right sup- dially and informally by their many . three furnished rooms for light houseliiary, S.U.V. The dinner committee port€r of the noble ^rand' Frad Star- irienas
fripnris wno
who tnen
then nroceeried
to me
thp ply
kfcPg5
ln8NORTH
let. MAIN
with ST
private bath.ugApproceeaea to
^f
cer.slsts of Mrs Alice Cook. Mrs. g£a’d
aUPl^rt®r °f the noble Myles
.viyies otantusn
novel on
nay ovate
Standish Hotel
on Bay
State ; UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart. Ficra Peabody and Mrs. Edna Jones. 4
'Jeor«e A- Aspej, right sup- road Boston, where a wedding break- ment to let at 15 Summer st. mrs.
Members not solicited are requested porter ot
vlce ^"d- Edwin Gam- fast was served ln the Pati0 Here a I *BO6T- Tel. 318-W
117-tf
FIVE ROOM, all modern, heated apart
‘0 furnish sweets The program come
supporter of the vice social hour was spent which revealed ment.
to let. with garage Get located
Apply MEN'S
rnittee includes Mrs. Ruby Allen and ^ran JosePh Robbins; inside guar- the musicai taient Of Miss Ruth Mc- before winter comes
SHOP, corner Main & Park Streets.
Mrs Mabel Mills.
( *an'
le Moore, outside guardian. Kinnon and which gave a thrill to
Mrs. William Stickney. Mrs. Clara ‘
‘ uge'
little Gretchen, the youngest miss ln
SINGLE HOUSE, to let, Rockland St..
Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rockland
Lermond and Mrs. Helen Hilton ;
r' er ns and staff go tonight the party who received the bride's garage.
SL____
111-tf
cahed recently on Mrs. Ida Mallett In
und Pond to install the officers bouquet. Her feet danced as she and
THREE apartments, to let, two fur
North Waldoboro and Herbert Mank ln a -i°ln“ Installation with tbe ■ Miss Violetta Chadwick assisted in nished and one unfurnished Good con
dition. rent low F. L. SHAW, 47 No.
Rebekah Lodge there.
in Waldoboro.
118-tf
1 serving the wedding cake. During Main St.. TEL. 422-R.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gaspar and
UPSTAIRS tenement, to let; low price
j the merriment the bride with her at
rent, flush closet, lights. LAWRENCE
daughters Phyllis and Ila of Thom
tendant Mrs. Alice Page slipped away MILLER. 692-M. Rankin 8t., City.
GLEN COVE
aston were dinner guests Sunday of (
1 only to reappear In a trotteur of __________________________________ 118-tf
Large furnished room, to let, with
Mrs. William Stickney and Mrs.
The killing frost of Friday night I black wool, trimmed with badger,
bath, $4 week. FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park
Helen Hilton.
changed somewhat the beauty of J which provided a striking background St.. Tel. 330.
118-tf
Miss Lillian Russell returned Sun- Mrs Gertrude Studley's flower gar-1 for white gardenias. This was the ; r;Eo',lr r°om tenement to let at 38 Meday to Cambridge, Mass., after spend- den which was a mass of«bloom dur- signal for all to speed away to the 176 Main^st .^nq. 874-w KENNI8TON.
KENr
118-tf
ing the weekend with relatives. On i lnB the summer.
East Boston Airport where Mr. and steam heated office to let, central
118-tf
return she was accompanied by her | Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory has re- j Mrs MacKinnon in a shower of con- location, Tel. 133.
mother Mrs. Ilda Russell who will turned from a visit in Portland. Her fettl and cries of "Happy Landings!"
visit her for a few days.
j daughters, Martha Shibles and Car- boarded a plane of the American AirMr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Emmons ric Tolman. returned with her to waVs and flew to New York wfiere
j hat! as weekend visitors, Mr and Mrs. attend the funeral services for Wen- Mr- McKinnon has employment.
S. Chipman Walker and Mrs. C. L. | dall Chaples.
I Mrs. McKinnon is the daughter of
GOOD SPIRITUAL READING
by
Smith of Natural Bridge, N. Y„; Mrs | Mrs Georgia Snow of South Thom- ,he late Capt" and Mrs' Oeor8e L. mall
25c and stamp. Questions answered
Present
help
—
future
prospects.
OEORGE
C. V. Trenkle and Miss Beatrice aston Is visiting at Mrs. Bert Greg-!Page' forra€r residents of Martins- JONES, Dixmont, Maine.
120*122
Trenkle of Bloomfield, N. J.
ory's.
j vine. The bridal couple were royajly
RADIO repair service All makes. Rea
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S.. has accepted j Mrs. Thomas Farley and infant son'entertained the night
rates
Satisfaction guaranteed
in a sonable
E A ROGERS. 80 Pleasant St . Rockan invitation to visit Seaside Chap- Carlton have returred frcn
n :pre-nuptial party given by the land. Tel, 904-M._________
122*124
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
ter In Camden on its night of in- , Hospital
groom's sister, Mrs. Paulus of Quincy
let for the season. Phone us, Rockland
spection, Thursday.
|
when they were the recipients of 980,
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
The freshman class put on an in-' Ra ph Mcrrl11 of Dixfleld has been many gifts Including a generous
118-tf
teresting assembly Friday morning 'T*"1 8“eSt °f Mr' and Mrs' ° purse to be used In the new home.
IF YOU want cider made from your
own apples bring them ln Tuesday and
6 Woodward.
the commitee being Madeleine Has
Present for the ceremony from this Fridays. Vinegar 19 cents Wond’rful
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
Gregory
have
kell. Elizabeth Oxton and Ruth Startown were Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Da bargain. SIMONTON. Rockville.
i:t 123
iftt. Reino Hill read the Scripture, been visiting in Caratunk
vis, Mr. and Mrs. Earle Davis and
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
and the program presented as a Ma
S. E. Eaton has been engaged in daughter Gertrude, Mrs. Rose Davis, accordion lessons at your home. 81C. A LUNDELL. Friendship.
112-tf
jor Bowes Amateur Hour with Bow masonry on the foundation of the Miss Violetta Chadwick, Milton
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches,
doin Miller taking the part of Major Carl Freeman residence.
, Chadwick, Mrs. Harriet Gould Ward, olocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
liver. 8 ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames.
Bowes, had as numbers, a George and
Philmore Wass of Andover passed and Mrs. Myra H. A. Marshall,
bury St.. Rockland, Tel. 958-J
118-ti
Waneta act by Jeannette Overlock, the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
The bride is a niece of Mrs. Gladys
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
painting of all kinds. Call A. W.
Theodore Siili, the latter playing the ■ George Woodward.
Chadwick with whom she has spent work,
GRAY. Tel 8533
118-tf
accordion; Curtis Tolman in animal | Robert Gregory was at home from **er summers for several years. Mr.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Auck
imitations. The Major gave him the 1 ®urdett Business College a few days and Mrs. McKinnon will reside in land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oidfrs
solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J
gong, telling him he should practise recently.
Brooklyn.
118-tf
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Coughlin-Adams

Newcastle Pastor, Formerly Rockland
of This City, Is Married To
Miss Afton Bates

Man Bridegroom

Yesterday In Brilliant Bangor Marriage

DELIVERY SERVICE IN
DELIVERY SERVICE IN
A very beautiful wedding took
Nuptials of marked prominence
The opening meeting of the Meth- i place at the Second Congregational
WISCASSET
and wide social interest were beau
ROCKLAND
ebesec Club for the season of 1937- I church Newcastle, when the pastor,
tifully solemnized yesterday morn
UNION
THOMASTON
38 will be held at the Bok Nurses] Rev Cecll L wltham and Mlss
ing at 7.45 in St. John's Catholic
ROCKPORT
WARREN
Home on Friday, October 15th at, ^fton Bates were united in marriage
Church, Bangor, when Miss Dorlnda
2.30 p. m. with the president, Mlss|by the Rev. charles H McEihiney> a
LINCOLNVILLE
ST. GEORGE
Ann Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ellen Daly and the social committee former pastor of the church.
CAMDEN
TENANT’S HARBOR
Benjamin F. Adams, 19 Grove street,
CLEANING—DYEING
as hostesses. Mrs. Lenora Cooper
The auditorium was beautifullyI
the brlde of John D^d
NORTHPORT
WALDOBORO
ROCKLAND. MAINE
will give a brief review of some of decorated. Large bouquets of Picardy CoughUn, „„ of Mr. and Mrs.
BELFAST
DAMARISCOTTA
book publications of the late summer. gladioli and Canadian daisies against charles s Coughlln wel, known
Mrs. Irene Walker in charge of the tffe choir rail made a charming
Rockland residents.
day's musical program will present background for the bridal party and
Rev. J. Walter McFarlane, cele
Mrs. Mary Rossnagel, as soprano so beautiful bouquets of Michaelmas
brated the nuptial Mass before the |
loist.
Miss
Daley
will
give
a
report
of
asters stood at either side of the soft beauty of the altar, which was
YOUR SOCIAL ITEMS
the June meetings of the Maine Fed choir, and each side of the entrance
emphasized with clusters of white j
eration and Mrs. Angelica Glover will to the auditorium. Graceful baskets
Winter or summer The Courierchrysanthemums and glowing tapers.
present as an introducton to the of the same Michaelmas asters with
Gazette is always glad to have
Preceding and during the ceremony, I
year's subject of study an original Queen's lace stood on the deep win
items which concern arrivals and
Miss Ella Connor, church organist
sketch entitled "A Tale of Titles ”
dow ledges and an especially beau and Leonard Pooler, violinist gave a
departures of people, the social
tiful basket of the same flowers dec program of music. During the cere
gatherings, engagement announce
Dr. F. B. Adams has arrived at his orated the piano. Bouquets of wh^e
ments, weddings, etc. Please tele
winter headquarters in Tampa, Fla . phlox tied with soft white ribbons mony, Mrs. John G. L. Caulfield,
phone our society reporter, Mrs.
an intimate friend of the bride effec
possibly the earliest Southern arrival marked the pews reserved for the
Warren C. Noyes, 873-R, or directly
tively sang “O Salutaris” accom
from this section.
families of bride and groom.
to this office.
panied by Miss Connor and Mr. Pool
The ceremony was performed by er, Philip Veilleux, tenor, sang
Mrs. Roland Seavey of 6 Columbia Rev. Claries H. McElhiney, who
Caesar Franck's "Panis Angelicus"
Prof, and Mrs. R. Mont Arey of avenue, who has been in the John
made the double ring service most and Schubert's “Ave Maria” with
Rochester, N. Y., were Friday guests Brigham Hospital, Boston, the past
impressive. Just before the cere Mr. Pooler playing the obligato.
of Mr. and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson five weeks is spending the month
mony the organist, Mrs. Lida B. The Nocturne from Mendelsshon’s
at their Otis street home enroute for with her mother, Mrs. Raymond Chandler played several selections
Mid Summer Night's Dream was used
a Vinalhaven visit. Guests of the Robishaw, after which she will re
appropriate for the occasion with
Hutchinsons also were Mr. and Mrs. turn for further treatment. She is much expression, and Ellis W. Nash for the recessional.
The bride, who was escorted by her
Langtry Smith, returning to their very grateful for kind messages re sang "O Promise Me,” his rich tenor
Vinalhaven home following a visit ln ceived while she was ln the hospital voice making more than a mere song father, was lovely in an ivory slipper
satin gown cut in princess lines with
New York.
and will be glad to welcome callers. of DeKoven's appealing composition.
a long sweeping train. The heart
As the swelling strains of Lohen- shaped neckline was faced in fluted
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Hickman and
At the Relief Oorps beano party | grjn's wedding march sounded from ]
| tulle and her ivory tulle veil fell ln
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Phillips of Ran held at the home of Mrs. Susie Karl the organ the
bride on her fathers volumJnous folds from a coronet of
dolph spent Sunday with Mr. Phil the following won prizes: Mrs. Maude arm came up the broad aisle preceded
twisted satin. Her only ornament
lips' relatives ln this city.
Cables. Mrs. Mildred Sprague. Mrs by her bridesmaid, Miss Lucille Mer
was a gold cross 6et with rubies which
Winifred Butler, Mrs. Elizabeth Mills rifield of Cleveland, Ohio and No
Charles Cuthbertson and family and Mrs«Edlth Hallowell. Next Fri bleboro, joined the groom and his J belonged to her grandmother, and she
have returned from a week's visit in day night the party will be held at best man, James M. Pease of Rock- i carried a white satin and gardeniaMi. Cuthbertson's former home in the home of Mrs. Doris Ames, 6 land, who awaited them at the altar ] covered prayer book, also belonging to
Amherst, Nova Scotia. Mr. Cuth Gurdy street for the benefit of the The bride was charming in a white her grandmother, from which de->
Your Cleaner is an important factor in the care of your wardrobe.
bertson reports excellent progress in candy table. The committee con high necked, long sleeved satin gown pended markers of lilies of the valley.
Miss Mary S. Lambert of Jackson
road building in the two Provinces, sisting of Mrs. Ames, chairman, with sweeping train. She carried
Choose him wisely and welL
Heights. N. Y„ and classmate of the i
with a rough stretch of only 20 miles comprises Mrs. Mae Cross, Mrs. Adel- white carnations tied with white
| bride was her maid of honor and |
between the New Brunswick border ma Mullen. Mrs. Elizabeth Barton ribbons.
i only attendant. She was beautifully
and Amherst.
and Mrs. Lena Rollins.
The bridesmaid wore a jade green gewned in pond lily green satin with
lace with wide satin hem and trim short jacket, and olive green acces
Arthur B. Richardson, who was
Mrs. Chauncey Keene was hostess mings and a shell pink bandeau with
called here by the death of his to members of the T Club Friday short veil about the face. Her bou sories. A twisted halo of olive green
was worn in her hair. She carried a
mother-in-law, Mrs. Jennie Butler, night. Sewing and late lunch.
quet was pink carnations. The groom
bouquet of Talisman roses.
returns to New York today.
and his best man were in conven
The bridegroom was attended by
Mrs. Herbert Curtis, Mrs. Ralph tional afternoon dress and wore white
George Phillips of Rockland and the
Mr. and Mrs. William Todd and Glendennlng and Mrs.
Florence carnation bouttonieres.
ushers were Benjamin F. Adams, Jr.,
Mrs. Laura Wood of Portland, Knowlton won card honors at the
Many lingered after the wedding to
were recent guests of Miss Harriet Thursday meeting of the W.I.N. Club watch the photographer. David J. and Philip James. Adams, brothers of
Bird, Camden street.
held with Mrs. Leland Drinkwater. Lindsay, make pictures of the bridal the bride.
The bride’s mother, Mrs. Adams,
greup. The happy couple were very I wore a long gown of Lido blue velvet,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kochs and
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis D. Albee who friendly and informal till the bride
daughter Betsy, who have been spend have been visiting relatives in this threw her bouquet to a group of black accessories and a corsage of
.
j ... ... . ■
gardenias. Mrs. Couglin, mother of]
ing two weeks at their summer home city have returned to New Jersey. girl .friends
and Miss Virginia Elliott,
I
at Bear Hilil, have returned to New
was the one to catch lt. Some of i
vet and wore a corsage of pink roses.
York.
Mr. and Mrs. Rhama Philbrick the younger folk then pelted Mr
Following the church ceremony,
were hosts at a dinner party Sunday [ and Mrs. witham with rice as they
| Greenlaw. Mrs. Alfred Greenlaw and ) American Legion hall. The parents
WINCHENBAUGH-BILLADO
Harry Brown has entered Knox at their home on Chestnut street dashed to the home of the bride's a breakfast, catered by Miss Fitz
LOWE-BARTLETT
gerald,
was
served
to
the
immediate
i
Mrs. Arthur Spofford were recent vis- and guaruians were special guests
Hospital for a major operation.
given in honor of Mrs. E. H. Phil parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bates
families of the couple at the home
and a most enjoyable evening was
The residence of Mr. and Mrs. RusAt a very quiet ceremony Satur- itors in Bangor,
brick who observed her birthday an and disappeared inside the house.
] of the bride. Large vases filled with sell E Bartlett at Rockland High- I day afternoon at 4 o'clock, Miss
James Holland. Jr. who has been passed.
David Hodgkins, Jr., of Massachu niversary on that date. The guests
Mrs. Bates served refreshments to
The Methodist Ladies Aid will meet
setts College of lOptometry was a Included Mr. and Mrs. Leo Strong of the families of bride and groom. white chrysanthemums and pom pom. lands 'was the scene of a quiet wed- | Irene
irene o
v>. Billado became the bride (!,employed in Boston, was home over
w.
>>
wm.
.were
placed
about
the
rooms.
this week at the home of Mrs. Dording at 3 o’clock Sunday afternoon i
Manuel R. Wlnchenbaugh, at the the weekend.
weekend guest at his home on Cam r
Camden, N
Mrs.H Theodore
Pearl and
of
F H Phllhrirk
. "I
After a Weddlng
and
Iva Morey entertained the Past &t^ McCauley.
den street.
Concord, N. H., E. H. Philbrick and , stoie away separately to meet at
miiehlln will he at home No- when Rev. Corwin H. Olds of the Wlnchenbaugh home on South Main
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gilliland have
Misses Madeline and Norma Phil- Lincoln Terrace where Mr. Witham
rs,
. Congregational Church heard the street. Rev. H. R. Wlnchenbaugh of- Matrons Club last Friday.
closed the Penobscot Studio and re
] has been making his home and from
,at V T xT™
words which made Charles H. Lowe ; elated.
Jackie IPasson who has been veTy ill brick.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Robbins are
cently went to New York.
where they left by motor for an un- I pn
or ra'e. ng e / e
and Miss Margery Bartlett man and
Mlss Billado. daughter of Mrs. Ha- in Philadelphia for a short stay.
at the home of his grandparents on
announced
destination.
After
their
amMrt
"
amel
hair
suit
w
*
th
f0X
C
°
’
’
wife.
Russell
D.
Bartlett,
brother
of
«el
Billado
Warren,
graduated
from
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Collins and
Gay street. Is making steady gain
Members of Thursday Charity
wife. ______________
,
Mrs. Bertha Devery of Portland is Faythe Collins have returned to
toward recovery.
Club motored to Lincolnville for return they will make their home on 'la* and corsage of gardenlas An the bride, served as groomsman and : Rockland High School ln the class of
cff-the-face hat completed her en- Miss Marion O. Lowe, sister of the 1933- and 15 employed in the lnsor- visiting her son, William Allen.
Hanover. Mass.
luncheon at Beach Inn, later going Glidden street, Newcastle. Mr. WithI semblc
The initiation of the Junior High! Carl Meline has arrived in Phila,
bridegroom, as maid of honor.
a,lc* office of Arthur L. Orne. Mr.
Cleveland Morey came home from to the home of Miss Therese Arau in am will occupy his pulpit October 31 [
'
Mrs. Witham. the daughter of Mr
Mrs' C°ug^ gra“ w rom
nn. , The
..............................................
- _____
bride was becomingly
attired, ; Wlnchenbaugh is a son of Rev. and freshmen took place Friday at the ] delphia.
Boston to spend the weekend and Co Camden for an afternoon of cards.
and Mrs. Clarence A. Bates of New-I ar!m°un
0 Jge'
arr> .° " v,
in brown with hat and gloves to 1 Mrs. H R. Wlnchenbaugh, and atlumbus Day.
tlie-Hudson, N. Y., and received her
Mrs. Rodney Weeks, who has been castle. is a graduate of Lincoln Acad
match. She carried yellow roses. The tended Rockland schools. He is em
WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE
Mr. and Mrs. John Newman had spending the season at the summer emy, and of Larson Junior College. master's degree in English from the maid of honor wore green and car- ployed at Miller's Garage.
of Maine. She taught two
Immediately following the cere
as weekend guests Dr. Philip Homer heme of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mi Witham is a graduate of Rock-( University
$125.00
Total Awards
$125.00
7'J" , „ "7
\ °........ ried pink roses.
ea
uslne“
The house decorations were happily mony, the couple left on a short
cf Washington and Dr and Mrs. John H. E. Edwards at Ash Point, left land High School, Bucksport Semi-, ■ ears a
. ON THE SCREEN
suggestive of thc
varicolorcd honeymoon trip to an unannounced
NINO MARTINI and JOAN FONTAINE
M. McElery of Boston.
Monday for her home in Birming nary and Gordon College. He has two years at Bangor High School
'
. .
Mr. Coughlin graduated from St
”
,
...
.. . ,
. destination.
In “MCSIC FOR MADAME"
ham, Mich. She was accompanied served the Newcastle church two
„ „
_
,
autumn leaves adding their brilliant
and for sevTuesday Contract Club meets this by her aunt. Mrs. Blanche Edwards years with signal success. Although John's College, Brooklyn
The bride was honored last night
,
colors.
*
I «rn
ctr,inn ciirw*rTHURSDAY
eral’ voorc
years woe
was construction
super-1I
afternoon with Mrs. H. O. Gurdy, who is returning to Jackson.
i! is his first parish he did a good !
The bridegroom is a son of Mr. at a shower, given by her mother, at
intendent
for
the
Foundation
Com

the
Wlnchenbaugh
cottage
at
Spruce
Masonic street.
deal of preaching while at Gordon ]
and Mrs. Herman Lowe of Camden,
pany of New York. He taught one
Mrs. Theodore Pearl of Concord, N. and has a real gift in the pulpit.
a graduate of Camden High School Head, her many friends bestowing
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Maxey of
I year in Rockland High School and at
H., Is guest at the home of her brother Mrs. Witham has been a counsellor at
and a student at University of Maine. lovely gifts. Next Monday night, the
Strong were visitors in the city over
present he is field examiner for the
Camp Mantou, a camp for religious i
I The bride is a daughter of Mr. and couple will be honor guests at a re
E H. Philbrick, Adams street.
Sunday.
education. A very large number ]
Unemployment Compensation
RusseU £
Q{ M6 o]d ception. given by Mrs. Warren and
Commission.
Mrs.
C.
Waldo
Lowe
entertained
of
guests
at
the
wedding
join
the
County
road,
a
graduate
of
Rockland Mrs. Wlnchenbaugh.
Mrs. Walter J. Fernald returned
Out of town guests here for the
church
in
wishing
for
them
a
suc

the
teachers
of
the
McLain
School
at
High
School
and
is
employed
at AlSunday from a week's visit with Mrs.
nuptials were Mr. and Mrs. Charles
a
fish
chowder
supper
Friday
night
cessful,
happy
and
useful
future.
freda
Perry
s
dress
shop.
STONINGTON
Harry Breen in Augusta.
Among the out of town guests at S. Coughlin, the Misses Winnefred
a l her Tenant's Harbor cottage. Mrs.
Guests were the two immediate
TODAY
Mrs. Bessie H. Gross of Sand Beach
and Emily Coughlin and Miss Anne
JOHN BARRYMORE
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crane of George Cumming and Mrs. Elsa Con the wedding were: Mr. and Mrs. Ken E. Coughlin, noted Maine poetess. families and friends of the bride visited Friday with her sister Mrs.
•
in
Skowhegan were Sunday visitors in stantine were special guests. Cards neth Bates of West Boylston, Mass.. and aunt of the groom. Mr. and Mfs. and bridegroom. Among those from Susie Cousins.
"BULLDOG DRUMMOND'*
were
in
order
for
the
evening,
high
Miss
Winnifred
Bates
and
Frederick
out
of
town
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
this city, attending the Bartlet-Lowe
Arlene Eaton passed the weekend
scores being won by Miss Edith Munson of Sanford: Mr. and Mrs. R George Phillips. Mr. and Mrs, John Robert crane of Skowhegan, Mr. and
wedding.
Dunbar. Mrs. Stella Butler and I Cl.lsholm, Representative and Mrs.
Straw, Mrs. Cumming and Miss
Mrs. Ralph E. Whitmore of Brewer, with Beryl Morey.
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., all of Rock
Calvin Ames attended Union Fair.
and John Gowell and Dwight Lord
Mrs. A. S. Littlefield and Miss Helen Jeannie McConchle. Other guests Mr. and Mrs. Woodson of Portland;
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
land: Mrs. Thomas O. Donovan. Bos
McBride are spending a week in were Miss Mabel Stover. Miss Elsie Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pez of New
of Phi Kappa Sigma. Orono.
Fred Torrey has sold his house on
Void «f°°M
Burbank. Miss Louise Thurston. Mrs. Haven, Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. N. L. ton, Mass..; Mr. and Mrs. William H
The gift table was in charge of Sen Breeze avenue to Charles Cleve
Boston.
Moulaison,
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.;
Mr.
and
Maude Comlns, Miss Hazlettne Watts Witl^am and daughters, Dorothy,
Miss Marlon Lowe, Mrs. H. R. Lowe land.
Miss Lucie F. Winslow is confined and Mrs. Kathleen Burkett.
Ruth and Gloria, Mrs. Belle Allen, Mrs. M. A. Carlilo and daughter Mary poured coffee and Mrs. Hervey Allen
Kenneth Ccr.ary, Lowell Robbins.
to her home on Claremont street by
Mr. and Mrs. James Pease. Mr. and Rose, New York City; Miss Mary S and Mrs. Russell Bartlett served.
Guy Barbour and Howard Hutchin
Mrs. Elmer Witham. Mr.
and Umbert" Jackson Heights, N. Y.;
illness, a nurse in attendance.
The popular young couple will re son were in Bangor over the week- ]
NORTH WASHINGTON
Mrs. Fred Cheney. Mr. and Mrs. Bert Mlss Kathleen O'Connell. Lakewood. side for the present at the bride's
end.
The Rubinstein Club had an aus
Witham. Mr. and Mrs. Roland Rack- ' N' J: Francls A Lintott' East Orange home.
Dora MacDonald is employed at the 1
Unprecedented, so far as resi
N.
J..
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Philip
Whitepicious opening of the fall and winter
llffe, Mrs. Florence McConchle., Ar
home of Mrs. Lester Gross while Mrs.
programs Friday night at the Uni dents are aware. Is the continued nold McConchle. Mr. and Mrs. Lin licuse. Winter Harbor; Peter Coffey,
Gross is in New York.
RAZOR VILLF
versalist ves^y, the new president, drouth. Many wells have been dry wood Dyer, James Skillins, Mr. and Dev. Louis J. Surrette, Brewer; Mr.
Mrs. Mary (Bartlett) Bowley was a
Norman Webber is visiting his
Mrs. Grace Strout. presiding. A pro for two months as there has been no Mrs. Fred Fredette, Mr. and Mrs. Houlton; Miss Rose Adams. Dexter,
Fh, most .XU4O-. . .
grandparents, the J. A. Gotts.
gram of unusual interest was pre rain to more than lay the dust since Ralph Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Clay- and Mrs. Samuel Norwich, Boston, caller Sunday on friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Pitman, son
Mrs. Nora Withee and children of
sented by Mrs. Kathleen O’Hara, last June. All showers have passed tor. Witham, all of Rockland; Mr. Mass.
vent'"'* a rn*n
Mrs. Coughlin has been feted at Harold, Mrs. Haskell, and Mr. and Swan's Island were recent guests of
chairman. Statistical reports were by and the ground dirt is like ashes. and Mrs. James Parker of New York
given by Miss Katherine Keating "Will winter come with conditions and Lincolnville; Mr. and Mrs. P. L. many dinner parties and teas for the Mrs. Earl Prescott attended the con- Mrs. Rhoda Shephard.
pensefMl‘Py‘,0,7*<.|
Capt. Andrew Anderson of Rock
and Mrs. O'Hara and Mrs. Edna like this?” is a question often asked. Laetard, Camden—Lincoln County past several weeks, given by Mrs. Cor ftrence of Christian Missionary Al
land has been visiting friends here
Donald Cunningham and Mr. and News.
nelius J. Sullivan, Mrs. Ralph A. liance Sunday in Augusta.
Gregory Rollins, delegates to the
Mrs.
Maude
Gleason
spent
Sunday
REAL'
for a few days.
Mrs.
F.
W.
Cunningham
were
visitors
Music Federation of Music Clubs,
Dyer. Jr., Mrs. E. Donald Finnegan,
Mrs. Christie Bray was home from
gave excellent accounts of the con Sunday at Carmel Park ln Bangor.
Mrs. Martyn A. Vickers. Mrs. R. Em in this community.
Edith Overlock attended services Isle au Haut to pass the weekend
vention held in this city last May.
met Curran. Miss Rachel Connor,
M. W. Lenfest is shingling his
Suhday in the Penny Memorial with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
\
DOLORES OH Rl°
Mrs. Nettie Averill and Mrs. Faith house,
Miss
Catherine
Houlihan
and
the
An Ad. In These
Church ln Augusta, and in the eve Thom is Bray..
: GfORGl SANDERS
Berry in their usual charming man
Misses Ann and Patricia Byrnes.
Robert Cunningham and Sewell
ning at Cooper's Mills where she was
Herbert Noyes is home from Port
ner gave a piano duet, “Polonaise," Prescott were in Augusta last Sat
Columns Will Sell
a caller on Mrs. Sarah Weeks.
land lor a vacation.
by Spross, substituting on short no urday afternoon on business.
Legal Notice
Mrs. Maude Howard was recent
Mrs. Annie Merchant visited Mrs.
tice for Mrs. Dorothy Snow who was
Anything
From
a
NOTICE
Warren Lenfest who has employ
James
Jenkins at Isle au Haut re
supper
guest
at
Calvin
Bowes',
after
unable to be present on account of
U. S District Court
ment in Rockland, made a visit Sun
which a visit was made at Mrs. cently.
Maine District.
Needle to an Anchor.
illness. Due appreciation of all pro
NOW
"PRISONER OF ZENDA"
September 21, 1937
day at his former home here.
Randall’s In South Montvllle..
Marga Colby is home from Isle au
gram numbers was given by an atten
PLAYING
with RONALD COLMAN
Pursuant to the rules of the District
What
Do
You
Want
Mrs.
Carrie
Lenfest
is
gradually
Court
of
the
United
States
for
the
Dis

Haut
where
she
has
had
employment
Members of the Stanley Jones
tive audience.
trict of Maine, notice Is hereby given,
Shows: Matinee 2;
gaining in health.
that Stuart C. Burgess of Rockland. In family who were gravely injured in a during the summer.
Evg. 6.30, 8.30.
said
District,
has
applied
for
admission
Edith
Sawyer
has
returned
to
Bos[
to
Sell
?
recent automobile accident, have re
Crummitt & Lenfest are engaged in
Rummage Sale at Congregational
as an attorney and counselor of said
Cont.'Saturday
ton
after
short
visit
here.
turned
home
from
the
hospital
and
District
Court
State
highway
construction
in
va

vestry, Friday, Oct. 15, open at 9
2.00 to 10.30
Tel. 893
JOHN F. KNOWLTON. Clerk
are galnlng daUy.
Mrs. Ralph Barter, Mrs. Fred'
a. m.—adv.
121-122 rious parts of Maine.

LAMBS

The Demand Today In Cleaning, As In Many
Other Lines, Is For

QUALITY

The Kind That LAMB'S Has Consis

tently Given For 25 Years

OUR FINE CLEANING RENEWS

COATS AND SUITS BEAUTIFULLY

It will give a new appearance to your Garment—

Renewed Color—The Nap Raised—The Fabric

Soft—and of course—Spotlessly Clean.

SEND

IT

LAMB’
ROCKLAND, MAINE

PARKS
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Cardinal’s List
One Hundred of the Fall’s

Best Books Selected By
Literature Committee

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 12, 1937
tense Kohler. O. P. Bruce Publish
ing Company,
"A Glimpse of Saint Joseph," by a
Sister of St. Joseph. Peter Reilly
Company.
"Shepherd of the Far North,” by
Robert Glodyan. Harr Wagner Pub
lishing Company.
"The Church Founders of the
Northwest," by M. M. Hoffmann.
Bruce Publishing Company.

The Cardinal Hayes Literature
Committee has announced its list of
approved books for this fall. The
one hundred titles include thirty-four
Economics and Government
volumes for children nineteen on Ro
"American Political and Social
man Catholic religious themes. 16 History," by Harold U. Faulkner. F.
cn history and seven of fiction. There S. Crofts & Co.
are five books on the Spanish revolt,
"National Income and Outlay,” by
most of them, according to the com Colin Clark. Macmillan Company.
mittee's announcement, pro Franco
"Seven Kinds of Inflation.” by
Three volumes in the list are by Hil-' Richard Dana Skinner. Whittlesey
aire Belloc.
House.
The complete list of approved books
"Collectivism." by William Henry
follows:
Chamberlain, Macmillan Company.

METHEBESECS ENTER 43D YEAR
The Methebesec Club enters upon Its new season Friday afternoon, and
has for its course of study "Recent Authors and Their Books." This club was
organized in September. 1895. and became a federated body in October. 1896
Its motto is ‘To Learn and To Help;" its club colors, green and white.

PROGRAM
October 15, 1937
Hostesses—The President and Social Committee at the
(Bok Nurses' Home
Current Book Review,
Lenora Cooper
Music,
ln charge of Irene Walker
Report of Federation Meetings.
Ellen Daly
“A Tale of Titles" (introduction to the year's
program),
Angelica Glover

February 18, 1938
Annual Guest Day
Hostesses—The Social Committee
Place and Program to be announced
March 4, 1938
Hostesses—Mary Southard, Caroline Stanley, Mabel
Crie, Grace Daniels. Suella Sheldon, Annie Frye,
Blanche Ellsworth
Current Book Review,
Mary Overlock
Music,
in charge of Dora Bird
The year's "Best Sellers" in Action.
Alice Jameson
The year’s “Best Sellers" in non-Action, Orissa Merritt
March 18. 1938
Hostesses—Clara Thurston, Caroline Sleeper. Louise
Ingraham. Hester Chase, Mary Overlock, Alice
Karl, Emma Shaw
Current Book Review,
Julia Murray
MUsic.
in charge of Edna Rollins
1937-1938 in Maine Literature
Fiction,
Etta Stoddard
Non Fiction,
Dora Bird

October 29, 1937
Hostesses—The Program Committee at the Country
Club
Current Book Review,
Maude Blodgett
Music.
in charge of Gladys Heistad
Religion—
History
Education
I Review of "My Return To Religion;
Henry C. Link
“The Crusades—The World's De
Rev. John Smith Lowe, D. D.
"A History of Catholic Education
bate;’ by Hilaire Belloc. Bruce Pub in the United States," by the Rev J.
November 12, 1937
lishing Company.
A. Burns. C. S. C„ and Bernard S Hostesses—Maude Blodgett, Mabel Rose, Florence
"The Third Reich,” by Henri Lich- i Kohlbrenner. Benziger Bros.
Snow. Relief Nichols, Julia Murray, Sarah
tenberger. The Greystone Press.
Marsh. Irene Moran
"Liturgical Education.' by Dr.
Alice Karl
"The Separation of Church and Linus Bopp. translated by Albert ! Current Book Review,
in charge of Adelaide Lowe
State in Italian Thought From Cavour Paul Schimberg. Bruce Publishing I Music,
J Poetry—
April 1, 1938
to Mussolini.' by S. William Halperin Company.
Recent Poets and Their Writings. Relief Nichols
Annual Meeting
University of Chicago Press.
Washington Writers and Their Writings,
"Education With a Tradition," by
Place and Program to be announced
Irene Moran
"The Profits of War" by Richard Dr. M. O'Leary. Longmans, Green
Lewlnsohn .translated by Geoffrey !
November 26, 1937
& Co.
OFFICERS .AND COMMITTEES
Salnsbury. E. P. Dutton.
Hostesses
—
Eva
Hellier,
Alice Jameson, Ellen Cochrane,
Music
EXECUTIVE BOARD
"The Early Dominicans; by R. F
Dora Bird. Louise Orbeton, Ethel Lovejoy
"Church Music in History and Current Book Review,
Ellen Cochran?
President,
Ellen Daly
Bennett. Macmillan Company.
in charge of Margaret Stahl
Vice President.
Gladys Heistad
“Spanish Journel,” by Eleanora Practice," by Winifred Douglas. Music,
Fiction—
Secretary. ' •
Maude Blodgett
Charles Scribner's Sons.
Tennant. Epre & Spottiswoode.
Reviews of: "Beyond Sing the Woods"
Treasurer.
Mary Avery
"Spain—A Tragic Journey," by F.
Poetry and Travel
Auditor.
Irene Walker
“The Wind From the Mountains,"
Theo Rogers. Macauley Company.
Directors,
Etta Stoddard, Caroline Jameson
Trygve Guldbransen
•The Poems of Jonatnan Swift."
Ethel Lovejoy
"The Siege of Alcazar;' by Major edited by Harold Williams. ClarenPROGRAM COMMITTEE
Geoffrey McNeill-Moss. Alfred A dun Press.
December 10, 1937
Literary Division,
Angelica Glover, chairman
Knopf.
Edith Blaney, Gladys Heistad, Ruth Ellingwood,
"English Catholic Poets," by El Hostesses—Katherine Haines. Elizabeth Davis, Beatrice
"Franco Means Business," by dridge Colby.
Havener. Ida Dondis. Mary Avery, Eva Wisner,
Caroline Jameson
I
Bruce Piblishlng
Gertrude Payson. Cora Perry
Georges Rotvand translated by Regi Company.
Music Division.
Irene Walker, chairman
Current Book Review,
Dorothy Smalley
Margaret Stahl. Adelaide Lowe, Edna Rollins
nald Dingle. Devin Adair.
"Let Me Show You Vermont," by Music,
in charge of Vivian Hewett
Social Division.
Annie Stevens, chairman
"Invertebrate Spain." by Jose Ortega | Charles Edward Crane. Alfred A History—
Alice Jameson. Hester Chase, Clara Thurston
y Gasset with translation and fore Knopf.
Review of "The Flowering of New England,”
word by Mildred Adams. W. W. Nor- j "Kennebec Cradle of Americans."
Van Wyck Brooks
WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE
Clara Thurston
ton.
Jane Beach, chairman
by Robert P. Tristram Coffin. Far
"The Miracle of England." by | rar & Rinehart.
Lenora Cooper, Ellen Cochrane, Eva Hellier,
December 24, 1937
Andre Maurois. Harper & Bros.
Grace Rollins, Alice Karl
“The Face of Ireland," by Michael Hostesses—Jane Beach. Irene Walker. Margaret Stahl.
“Bulwark of the Republic: A Bi Floyd. Charles Sciibner's Sons.
I Rollins. Adelaide Lowe. Dorothy Smalley,
BENEVOLENCE
COMMITTEE
Mabel Lamb, Vivian Hewett
ography of th“ Constitution.” by
England in Picture, Song and Current Book Review,
Minnie
Rogers,
chairman
Ida
Dondis
Burton J Hendrick. Little Brown A- Story by Dr J. W. Cunliffe with
Music,
in charge of Mabel Holbrook
Mary Southard. Julia Murray, Madlene Rogers
Co.
notes by Margaret Barbard Picke Biography—
“Franciscan History of North L. D. Appleton-Century Company. Reviews of:
HOSPITALITY COMMITTEE
Stanley Clisby Arthur
America." collected sources. Capu
.
Life of Audobon,
Elizabeth Davis, chairman
Literature and Essays
Constance Rourke
Life of Audobon.
chin College.
Ida
Dondis, Bernice Havener
Eva Hellier
'Life with Mother.” by Clarence
"The Russian Church" by J. N.
OUTING
COMMITTEE
Day. Alfred A. Knopf.
Danzas. Sheed & Ward.
January 7, 1938
Maude
Blodgett,
chairman
"Realization."
by
Hugh
M.
McCar"Luther and His Work," by Joseph
Hostesses—Etta Stoddard, Katherine St. Clair. Clara
Mary Southard, Ellen Daly
Smith. Alice Fish, Carrie Palmer, Grace Rollins,
Clayton.
Bruce Publishing Com ron, S. J Sheed & Ward.
Edith Bicknell
"The Road to Peace,' by James J [
pany.
Current Book Review,
Elizabeth Davis
"Crisis of Civilization" by Hilaire Daly. 8. J. Bruce Publishing Com Music.
MEMBERSHIP LIST
in charge of Dorothy Smalley
pany.
Avery, Mary
Belloc. Fordham University Press.
Maxey. Laura
Travel—
Beach, Jane
‘Decency in Motion Pictures." by
Marsh. Sarah
Review of "Heads and Tales,"
Religious
Bicknell. Edith
•Merritt. Orissa
Martin Quigley. Macmillan Com
Malvina Hoffman
Bird. Dora
“The Mystery of the Church,” by pany.
Millett. Theresa
Therese Millett
•Blodgett, Maude
•Moran. Irene
Humbert Clerrisac. O. P. Sheed AReview of "Arctic Adventures."
Blaney, Edith
Murray. Julia
Juvenile
Peter Freuchen
Ward.
Chase, Hester
Nelson. Anna
Mary
Avery
"Canticle of the Three Children in :
"The Roman Breviary" the Eng
Cooper. Lenora
Nichols. Relief
the
Fiery
Furnace
"
illustrated
by
|
January
21,
1938
•Cooper,
Mary
lish version in four volumes. Ben- j
Orbeton. Louise
Crie.
Mabel
Overlock. Mary
Frances W. Delehanty. Sheed & j Hostesses—Therese Millett, Csstera Cushman. Mabel
Zinger Bros.
Cochrane, Ellen
Palmer. Carrie
Holbrook. Sadie Leach, Minnie Rogers. Madlene
"The Mystical Christ." by the Very Ward.
Cushman. Castera
Payson. Gertrude
u
'
Rogers, Mary Rich
Rev. John Greuden. B. Herder.
•Traders Children.
by Laura Current Book
j*,*.
Daly. Ellen
Perry. Cora
Daniels. Grace
“The Liturgy of the Mass." by Dr Adams Armer. Longmans, Green & Music,
•Rich. Mary
in charge of Sadje Leach
Davis Elizabeth
Rogers. Minnie
Co.
Essays—
Pius Parch B Herder.
Dondis. Ida
Rogers. Madlene
Reviews of "Excuse It Please."
"Vocation to the Priesthood." by the
"Big Loop and Little.” by Alice
Ellsworth. Blanche
Rollins. Edna
Cornelia Otis Skinner
Most Rev.‘Wilhelm Stockums. trans Rogers Hager. Macmillan Company.
•Ellingwood. Ruth
Rollins. Grace
“Orchids On Your Budget;
Marjorie Hills
Fish. Alice
lated by Rev. Joseph W. Grundner. B
Rose. Mabel
Caroline Stanley
"Secret of the Rosewood Box," by
•Frye. Annie
Herder.
St. Clair, Katherine
"Mathematics For the Millions,"
Helen Fuller Orton. Frederick A.
•Glover. Angelica
Sleeper, Caroline
Launcelot Hogben
"Disciplinary Decrees of the Gen Stokes Company.
Haines, Katherine
Shaw. Carrie
“
This
England."
Mary
Ellen
Chase
eral Councils," by H.. J. Schroeder. O
Havener. Bernice
Shaw. Emma
"Greentree Downs." by M. I. Ross.
Caroline Sleeper
P B. Herder
Heletad. Oladys
•Sheldon. Suella
Houghton-Mifflin Company.
HelUler.
Eva
February
4,
1938
Small. Addle
'The Priest. God and the World " by
Hewett, Vivian
“Wings for the Smiths." by Alice Hostesses—Lenon Cooper. Mary Cooper, Orissa Mer
Smalley. Dorothy
Dorn Francis Augustine Walsh. BenHolbrook. Mabel
Smith. Clara
Dalgliesh. Charles Scribner's Sons.
ritt. Carri? Shaw, Anna Nelson, Laura Maxey,
ziger Bros.
Ingraham. Louise
8now. Florence
Addle Small
“Perky," by Agnes Atkinson. Vik
•"Ihe Royal Road of the Holy
•Jameson. Caroline
Southard. Mary
Current Book Review,
Katharine St. Clair
Jameson. Alice
Cross." by Abbe Robin, translated by I ing Press.
Stanley. Caroline
Music.
in charge of Mabel Lamb
Karl. Alice
Stahl, Margaret
M. R. Glover. Illustrated by C. Boss'High Water." by Phil Strong, illus Autobiography—
Lamb. Mabel
Stevens, Annie
Review of “Something Of Myself,"
eron Chambers. P. J. Kennedy A trated by Kurt Wiese. Dodd Mead
Leach. Sadie
Stoddard. Etta
Rudyard
Kipling
Sons.
& Co.
Lowe. Adelaide
Thurston. Clara
Jane Beach
Lovejoy. Ethel
"The Hidden Life of Christ." by the
Walker. Irene
"How To Make Electric Toys." by
Review of "Present Indicative,"
Noel Coward
Wisner. Eva
Rev. Thomas A. Becker. S. J. Apos Raymond F. (Yates. P. AppletonMabel Rose
•Past Presidents
tleship of Prayer.
Century Company.
"The Issue," by Hilaire Belloc.:
1 transportation is being taxed as if
"Honey Chile,” by Anna Braune. ette Macy, illustrated by L. Brooks
Sheed & Ward.
McNamara. Macmillan Company.
Doubleday, Doran & Co.
it were still a luxury. In fact motor
"The Madonna." by Benedict Wil
"The Streamline Train Book," by
"With Cap and Bells,” selected by
j
liamson. B. Herder.
Thurston of Petroleum Com vehicles are taxed more heavily than
W. C. and H S. Pryor. Harcourt,
20 years ago. when their ownership
"An Eight Days' Retreat for Religi Mary Gould Davis. Harcourt, Brace
mittee Tells Why There
Brace & Co.
ous," by Rev. Handy A. Gabriel, S. J. & Co.
was an indication of social and fi"Chisel-Tooth: the Beaver,” by
Should Be Production
"The Kind Companion.” by DoroP. J. Kennedy & Sons.
I l-ancial standing. As a result family
"Psalms and Canticles." by Oeorge Joseph Wharton Lippincott. Penn H. Large. Frederick A. Stokes Com
Changed living conditions, giving 1 budgets unnecessarily are being
Publishing Company.
pany.
O'Neill, S J. Bruce Publishing Co.
transportation
rank with iood, shel : rmched.
"The Holy Ghost," by Edward Leen,
“Insect People." by Eleanor King
"Bobby Wanted a Pony.” by Doro
"Our legislators have shown a disC. S. Sp. Sheed & Ward.
and Wellmer Pressels. Harper & thy and Marguerite Bryan. Dodd. ter. and clothing as an economic
I inclination to tax food, shelter, and j
"Convert Making." by Conrad F. Re- ! Bros.
recessity, demand that motor ve j clothing excessively. Now they will
Mead & Co.
besher. S. S. J. Bruce Publishing Co.
"Zephir's Holidays." by Jean de
“Walter: the Lazy Mouse," by Mar hicles be protected from excessive have to add transportation to the
“Life in Christ," by Julius Tyciak. Brunhoff. Random House.
jorie Flack. Doubleday, Doran <fc taxation as the other "existence protected list, and give the family
Sheer & Ward.
“Down the Ohio with Clark." by Co.
wants" traditionally have
been car as much protection from high
"Christ and Womankind," by Dr. Charles F. Lender, Thomas Y. Crow
shielded
in
the
opinion
of
R.
A. taxes as they give the family dinner
Peter Ketter,. Burns, Oates & ell Company.
"The House by the Road," by
table.”
Washbourne.
“Shanty Brook Lodge,” by Fjeril Josephine Daskam Bacon. D Ap Thurston chairman of the Knox Pe
"The Prayers of the Missal," by C. Hess. Macmillan Company.
pleton-Century Company.
troleum Industries Committee. Mr.
C. Martindale. S. J. Sheed & Ward.
MICKIE SAYS—
“Swords in the Dawn,” by John O.
The lists are published quarterly Thurston declared that the legisla
"The Church and the Gospels," by Beatty, Longmans,-Green & Co.
tures
are
inclined
to
tax
motor
vein "The Book Survey,” coming from
Rev. Joseph Huby. Sheed & Ward.
"Rolling Along Through the Cen the headquarters of the literature , hide owners today more heavily
OUR. PRIWT SHOP STUDIO IS
[ than they were taxed 20 years ago,
turies," by Marie E. Gilchrist and committee.
AUWAVS BUSY DOIWG ARTISTIC
Fiction
i when motor vehicle ownership was an
PRIWTIUG, AUO AUWAYS GtAD
"The Wind From the Mountains,” Lucilla Ogle, Longmans, Green &
ID DO MORE WHAT IT TAKES
indication of social and financial
by Gulbranssen. G. P Putnam's Sons. Co.
TO DO ARTISTIC PRIIWWG ,
standing.
“Noodle, Story of Munro Leaf,”
"The Heart Has Wings'; by Faith
“Food, shelter, and clothing long
illustrated
by
Ludwig
Bemelmans.
Baldwin. Farrar A- Rinehart.
have been listed by economists as
"What Ho" by Richard Connell. Frederick A. Stokes Company.
primary ‘existence wants,’ " said Mr.
"Prairie Girl," by Lucile F. Fargo,
G. P. Putnam's Sons.
Thurston. “Now a new basic ‘want;
'The Curtain Rises." by Enid Din- Dodd, Mead & Co.
transportation, is vying with cloth
HERE are certain things a
“
Choo
Choo,"'
by
Virginia
Lee
Bur

nis. B. Herder.
woman has to put up with and
ing for third place in the expendi
ton. Houghton Mifflin Company.
be a good sport.
"In An Alpine Valley," by Isabel C.
Men. ljecau.se they are men, can
tures even of low-income families.
z
”
Down
Comes
the
Wilderness."
by
Clark. Longmans Green & Co.
never understand a three-quarter
“In the old days comparatively few
Margaret Evans Price. Harper & Bros.
wife—a wife who is all love and
"The Masts of Gloucester. Recollec
families owned a horse and buggy,
kindness three weeks in a month
'“Winnebago Boy,” by Marie and
tions of a Fisherman," by Raymond
and a hell cat the rest of the time.
or were inclined to travel. Even as
Mabel Seacheri. Harcourt, Brace &
No matter how your back aches
McFarland W. W. Norton & Co.
— no matter how loudly your
late as 1919 transportation costs were
Co.
"The Stranger Prince, the Story
nerves scream—don’t take it out
a negligible part of the average fam
“Good Manners for Girls,” by Inez
on your husband.
of Rupert of the Rhine," by Margaret
For t hree generations one woman
ily’s budget. Today travel is a part
Haynes
Irwin.
D
Appleton-Century
Irwin. Harcourt. Brace & Co.
has told another how to go “smil
cf
our daily life. Cheap motor ve
Company.
ing through” with Lydia E. PinkBiography
ham's Vegetable Compound. It
hicles and cheap motor fuel have
"Good Manners Ifor (Boys” by
helps Nature tone up the system,
transformed travel from a luxury to
Marconi, the Man and His Wire Ralph Henry Barbour. D. 9ppleton
thus lessening the discomforts from
the functional disorders which
a necessity. Because of economical
less.' by Orrin E. Dunlap. Jr Mac Century Company.
women must endure in the three
j transportation, we find better jobs,
millan Company.
“A Frontier Girl of Pennsylvania.’
ordeals of life: 1. Turning from
girlhood
to womanhood. 2. Pre
better living conditions, better busi
“Sky-Storming Yankee, the Story by Alice T. Curtis. Penn Publishing
paring for motherhood. 3. Ap
ness conditions, and even recreation
of Glenn Curtiss." by Clara Studer. ! Company.
proaching "middle age."
Don't l>e a three-quarter wife,
and health, without paying much
Stackpole Sons.
"Snakes Alive." by Clifford H. Pope.
take LYDIA E PINKHAM'S
attention to distance.
VROETABLE COMPOUND and
"Life and Work of Mother Bene | Viking Press.
Go "Smiling Through •'
“Despite this change,
highway
dicts Bauer, by Sister Mary Hor- | Deux Enfants a la Mer,' by Julie-

Excessive Taxes

ARE YOU ONLY A

THREE-QUARTER WIFE?

T

Every-Other-Day

Fire Prevention

Fred Owen’s Gossip

Anniversary Night

Made Hears Now That Dr. Little Vinalhaven Lions Have Visit
That Every Week Be De-'
May Be Candidate For the
From District Governo.—

Sensible

Suggestion

voted To It

State Chairmanship

Unique Supper

"Make Every Week Fire Preven
tion Week" is the keynote of a re
port issued by the Automobile In
surance Company and the Standard
Fire Insurance Company of Hartford,
which sets forth a list of year around
hints for reducing the loss of life

I was told last week that support
Last Thursday night the Vinalhawas being solicited for Dr. Clarence ven Lions Club was officially visited
C. Little of Bar Harbor to be chair by District Governor Marsh of Ban
man of the next Republican State gor, Me., representing the 41st Dis
committee, when the new committee trict which combines tthe State of
elects. Dr. Little is not, of course, j Maine and the Province of New
J a member of the committee now but Brunswick.
The meeting was held in the ban
and pp-operty through destructive I was told several weeks ago that
quet room of the Odd Fellows lodge
he
might
go
on
the
committee
from
flres.
Hancock county next time replacing rooms and the banquet was served by
The report states that while the'
David O. Rodick the present member a committee of Rebekahs, with Mrs.
intensive campaign
carried
on This was not stated to me upon au Arlene White as chairman.
Governor Marsh in addressing the
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